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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

karsten@sperling.co.nz
District Plans Central
karsten@sperling.co.nz
District Plan online submission
Sunday, 9 November 2014 4:59:24 p.m.
Plan Change 372 Submission.pdf

Thank you for your submission.
Once submissions close, a summary of submission will be prepared. At a later date,
Auckland Council will hold hearings to consider all submissions.
If you selected to be heard at a hearing then we will be in touch when hearings are
scheduled.
If you have any questions, please contact us on 09 301 0101.

Contact details
Full name: Karsten & Emma-Jane Sperling
Organisation:
Agent:
Phone (daytime): 0210521512
Phone (evening):
Mobile:
Email address: karsten@sperling.co.nz
Postal address: 28 Simmonds Ave, Three Kings, Auckland
Post code: 1041
Date of submission: 9-Nov-2014

Submission details
This is a submission on the following plan change/modification (state plan
change/modification name and number):
Private Plan Change: Three Kings Precinct PA372
Please select the district plan your submission relates to:
Auckland Isthmus
The specific provision of the plan change/modification that my submission relates to:
See attached document
I/We:
Generally oppose, but seek amendments as an alternative
The reason for my/our views is:
See attached document
I/We seek the following decision from the council:
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If the plan change/modification is not declined, then amend it as outlined below
Proposed amendments:
See attached document
I/We wish to be heard at the council planning hearing:
Yes
I/We would be prepared to present a joint case at the hearing with any others making a
similar submission:
Yes
Attach a supporting document:
Plan Change 372 Submission.pdf
I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including
personal details, names and addresses) will be made public:
Accept
If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of
Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act:
I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
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Auckland City Operative District Plan - Isthmus Section 1999 Submission by K and E Sperling regarding plan modification 372
as notified 13/10/2014
1. Background about the submitters
Our family has been living in the Three Kings Precinct for a number of years and
owns a property in Simmonds Avenue with views to Te Tatua a Riukiuta (Big
King) and partially overlooking the site covered by the plan change.
We regularly walk our dogs in the Big King Reserve, often pushing our son in a
pushchair. We are therefore keenly aware not only of the requirement for passive
recreational space in the precinct, but also for the need for these open spaces to be
well connected in an accessible manner.

2. Topography
Of all aspects of the redevelopment of the quarry site, the final contour of the site
is the aspect that is sure to have the biggest long-term effect. Buildings can be
changed or redeveloped over time, and the dwellings the applicant is proposing
now may have been replaced by something else in 50 or 100 or 150 years time.
The contour of the site on the other hand is very unlikely to change again
substantially after the initial rehabilitation and development of the site.
Topography has a very large impact on the quality of a dense development,
including on the connectivity and walkability of a neighbourhood. Section 7.6.8.2
of the operative district plan sets out the following outcomes (among others) for
the development of Residential 8 areas:
•

reduce vehicle dependence for access to employment, retail and
community facilities by promoting walkable neighbourhoods clustered
around centres of compatible mixed uses,

•

ensure walkable neighbourhoods are designed to promote access to all
users, including those with disabilities,

•

promote access generally by a series of interconnected network of
streets which facilitate safe, efficient and pleasant walking, cycling and
driving

The submitters oppose the plan change because
1. The plan change does not set out any final contours for the rehabilitation
of the site.
2. The contour suggested in the background material (sections showing much
of the development at RL59, about 18m below the surrounding areas) is
incompatible with the development of a high quality walkable
neighbourhood that meets the outcomes set out in the operative district
plan.
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3. The contour implied in the concept does not comply with that defined in
the fill management plan as part of the current resource consent (Harrison
Grierson drawing 122314-FIG-002 dated 29/08/2008)
The submission would be met by including a final rehabilitation contour in the
plan change that is sympathetic to the surrounding volcanic landform and enables
accessible pedestrian permeability along all boundaries of the site, and updating
all provisions in the plan change relating to earth works and rehabilitation to
require compliance with this contour. Specifically the contour needs to promote
easy access from the development to Mt Eden Rd to the east, the Three Kings
Town Centre to the south, and Big Kings Reserve to the west / north-west.
We support the general idea of including council/crown owned former quarry
land between the Winstone site and Grahame Breed Drive in the rehabilitation
and development, as this area is crucial for linking the Winstone site and Big
King Reserve with the town centre.
In the view of the submitters the contour set in the Harrison Grierson drawing
referenced above represents the absolute minimum viable proposal for the
Winstone site, however we would favour a contour that slopes up more gradually
(1:4 or lower) to Te Tatua a Riukiuta and provides an accessible pedestrian/cycle
connection to Big King Reserve in the NW corner of the site. The southern end of
the Winstone site and the other former quarry land should be similarly contoured
up to the level of Grahame Breed Drive.

3. Sightlines
Te Tatua a Riukiuta (Big King) is of great significance in the cultural and
geographic fabric of the Three Kings area. The plan change recognizes the need
to create and protect sight lines to Big King. However the submitters consider the
definition of the protected sightlines in Figure F08-85(c) to be insufficient. In
particular
1. The upper end of the view shafts is defined by the RL 120 contour line.
This means only the view of the very tip of Te Tatua a Riukiuta is actually
protected by the view shafts. The extent of the protected view is
insufficient to appreciate the form and character of Te Tatua a Riukiuta.
2. The origin points of the view shafts 1 and 2 are advertised as being on Mt
Eden Rd in the Master Plan, but are well within the development in
Figure F08-85(c), and are insufficiently defined in terms of level.
3. A mere two origin points are insufficient to provide a visual connection
between Mt Eden Rd and Te Tatua a Riukiuta.
The submission would be met by
•
•

Defining the upper end of the view shafts as the RL 105 contour line.
Replacing view shafts 1 and with an origin based on the line forming the
Mt Eden Rd frontage of the development. 100m of this line (not
necessarily contiguous) are to be designated as origin points of the view
shaft. At least 20m of the origin line are to fall within each third of the Mt
Eden Rd frontage.
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•

Adding a view shaft that protects the existing view from the area in front
of the Three Kings shopping centre.

3. Zoning and general matters
In the submitters view large parts of the plan modification are contrary to sound
planning and resource management practice and we oppose the plan change on
these grounds. Specific issues include but are not limited to
1. Applying density control only to the concept plan as a whole does not
enable density of the individual parts of the development to be controlled
in a granular and meaningful way.
2. The height controls defined in the plan change are inappropriate and
misleading as they are specified with reference to “deemed” ground levels
that have little relation to actual proposed contours, which as mentioned
earlier aren’t in any way committed to in the plan change. For example
the height control on some parts is defined as “RL 64 + 4 storeys”, but the
Master Plan sections show ground level in this area as between RL 59 and
RL 62, meaning buildings in that area could actually be 5 storeys or even
higher if the finished ground level ends up below RL 59.
3. Various other controls and requirements of Residential 8 zoning (e.g.
private and communal open space, yards, etc.) are explicitly excluded,
making it questionable whether the development will achieve the high
quality outcomes sought of Residential 8 developments in the operative
district plan.
The submission could be met by more appropriately zoning the area to effectively
control density and ensure high quality outcomes.
It is the view of the submitters that these outcomes would be achieved much more
efficiently and sustainably within the Three Kings Precinct Plan process. The
rehabilitation and redevelopment of the Three Kings quarry is a unique
opportunity, and the effects of the decisions made today will impact the quality of
life for residents of the precinct for generations to come.
A decision of this magnitude calls for an inclusive process that takes on board the
views and considers the outcomes for all current and future residents of this area.
The objections of the community to the Fletchers proposal are not objections to
development of the area. They are objections to having a big corporation that has
been “extracting” from this area for decades skimp on rehabilitation of their openpit mine, and side-step an inclusive planning process for their own short-term
commercial ends.
It is our hope that when people look at Three Kings in a hundred years they will
feel the Auckland Council took the long-term view and made the right choices for
the future generations of residents of one of the most liveable cities in the world.
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To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
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karsten@sperling.co.nz
District Plans Central
karsten@sperling.co.nz
District Plan online submission
Sunday, 9 November 2014 5:02:55 p.m.
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Thank you for your submission.
Once submissions close, a summary of submission will be prepared. At a later date,
Auckland Council will hold hearings to consider all submissions.
If you selected to be heard at a hearing then we will be in touch when hearings are
scheduled.
If you have any questions, please contact us on 09 301 0101.

Contact details
Full name: Karsten & Emma-Jane Sperling
Organisation:
Agent:
Phone (daytime): 0210521512
Phone (evening):
Mobile:
Email address: karsten@sperling.co.nz
Postal address: 28 Simmonds Ave, Three Kings, Auckland
Post code: 1041
Date of submission: 9-Nov-2014

Submission details
This is a submission on the following plan change/modification (state plan
change/modification name and number):
Private Plan Change: 985 Mt Eden Rd Three Kings: PA373
Please select the district plan your submission relates to:
Auckland Isthmus
The specific provision of the plan change/modification that my submission relates to:
See attached document
I/We:
Generally oppose, but seek amendments as an alternative
The reason for my/our views is:
See attached document
I/We seek the following decision from the council:
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If the plan change/modification is not declined, then amend it as outlined below
Proposed amendments:
See attached document
I/We wish to be heard at the council planning hearing:
Yes
I/We would be prepared to present a joint case at the hearing with any others making a
similar submission:
Yes
Attach a supporting document:
Plan Change 373 Submission.pdf
I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including
personal details, names and addresses) will be made public:
Accept
If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of
Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act:
I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
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Auckland City Operative District Plan - Isthmus Section 1999 Submission by K and E Sperling regarding plan modification 373
as notified 13/10/2014
1. Background about the submitters
Our family has been living in the Three Kings Precinct for a number of years and
owns a property in Simmonds Avenue with views to Te Tatua a Riukiuta (Big
King) and partially overlooking the site covered by the plan change.
We regularly walk our dogs in the Big King Reserve, often pushing our son in a
pushchair. We are therefore keenly aware not only of the requirement for passive
recreational space in the precinct, but also for the need for these open spaces to be
well connected in an accessible manner.

2. Topography
Of all aspects of the redevelopment of the quarry site, the final contour of the site
is the aspect that is sure to have the biggest long-term effect. Buildings can be
changed or redeveloped over time, and the dwellings the applicant is proposing
now may have been replaced by something else in 50 or 100 or 150 years time.
The contour of the site on the other hand is very unlikely to change again
substantially after the initial rehabilitation and development of the site.
Topography has a very large impact on the quality of a dense development,
including on the connectivity and walkability of a neighbourhood. Section 7.6.8.2
of the operative district plan sets out the following outcomes (among others) for
the development of Residential 8 areas:
•

reduce vehicle dependence for access to employment, retail and
community facilities by promoting walkable neighbourhoods clustered
around centres of compatible mixed uses,

•

ensure walkable neighbourhoods are designed to promote access to all
users, including those with disabilities,

•

promote access generally by a series of interconnected network of
streets which facilitate safe, efficient and pleasant walking, cycling and
driving

The submitters oppose the plan change because
1. The plan change does not set out any final contours for the rehabilitation
of the site.
2. The contour suggested in the background material (sections showing much
of the development at RL59, about 18m below the surrounding areas) is
incompatible with the development of a high quality walkable
neighbourhood that meets the outcomes set out in the operative district
plan.
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3. The contour implied in the concept does not comply with that defined in
the fill management plan as part of the current resource consent (Harrison
Grierson drawing 122314-FIG-002 dated 29/08/2008)
The submission would be met by including a final rehabilitation contour in the
plan change that is sympathetic to the surrounding volcanic landform and enables
accessible pedestrian permeability along all boundaries of the site, and updating
all provisions in the plan change relating to earth works and rehabilitation to
require compliance with this contour. Specifically the contour needs to promote
easy access from the development to Mt Eden Rd to the east, the Three Kings
Town Centre to the south, and Big Kings Reserve to the west / north-west.
In the view of the submitters the contour set in the Harrison Grierson drawing
referenced above represents the absolute minimum viable proposal in this respect.
We would favour a contour that slopes up more gradually (1:4 or lower) to Te
Tatua a Riukiuta and provides an accessible pedestrian/cycle connection to Big
King Reserve in the NW corner of the site.

3. Sightlines
Te Tatua a Riukiuta (Big King) is of great significance in the cultural and
geographic fabric of the Three Kings area. The plan change recognizes the need
to create and protect sight lines to Big King. However the submitters consider the
definition of the protected sightlines in Figure F08-85(c) to be insufficient. In
particular
1. The upper end of the view shaft is defined by the RL 120 contour line.
This means only the view of the very tip of Te Tatua a Riukiuta is actually
protected by the view shafts. The extent of the protected view is
insufficient to appreciate the form and character of Te Tatua a Riukiuta.
2. The origin points of the view shafts are advertised as being on Mt Eden Rd
in the Master Plan, but are well within the development in Figure F0885(c), and are insufficiently defined in terms of level.
3. A mere two origin points are insufficient to provide a visual connection
between Mt Eden Rd and Te Tatua a Riukiuta.
The submission would be met by
•
•

Defining the upper end of the view shaft as the RL 105 contour line.
Defining the origin of the view shafts based on the line forming the Mt
Eden Rd frontage of the development. 100m of this line (not necessarily
contiguous) are to be designated as origin points of the view shaft. At least
20m of the origin line are to fall within each third of the Mt Eden Rd
frontage.

3. Zoning and general matters
In the submitters view large parts of the plan modification are contrary to sound
planning and resource management practice and we oppose the plan change on
these grounds. Specific issues include but are not limited to
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1. Applying density control only to the concept plan as a whole does not
enable density of the individual parts of the development to be controlled
in a granular and meaningful way.
2. The height controls defined in the plan change are inappropriate and
misleading as they are specified with reference to “deemed” ground levels
that have little relation to actual proposed contours, which as mentioned
earlier aren’t in any way committed to in the plan change. For example
the height control on some parts is defined as “RL 64 + 5 storeys”, but the
Master Plan sections show ground level in this area as RL 59, meaning
buildings in that area could actually be 6 storeys or even higher if the
finished ground level ends up below RL 59.
3. Various other controls and requirements of Residential 8 zoning (e.g.
private and communal open space, yards, etc.) are explicitly excluded,
making it questionable whether the development will achieve the high
quality outcomes sought of Residential 8 developments in the operative
district plan.
The submission could be met by more appropriately zoning the area to effectively
control density and ensure high quality outcomes.
It is the view of the submitters that these outcomes would be achieved much more
efficiently and sustainably within the Three Kings Precinct Plan process. The
rehabilitation and redevelopment of the Three Kings quarry is a unique
opportunity, and the effects of the decisions made today will impact the quality of
life for residents of the precinct for generations to come.
A decision of this magnitude calls for an inclusive process that takes on board the
views and considers the outcomes for all current and future residents of this area.
The objections of the community to the Fletchers proposal are not objections to
development of the area. They are objections to having a big corporation that has
been “extracting” from this area for decades skimp on rehabilitation of their openpit mine, and side-step an inclusive planning process for their own short-term
commercial ends.
It is our hope that when people look at Three Kings in a hundred years they will
feel the Auckland Council took the long-term view and made the right choices for
the future generations of residents of one of the most liveable cities in the world.
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Te Kawerau a Maki Submission on Three Kings Project
1.

Te Kawerau a Maki wishes to be heard on these Plan Changes. Te Kawerau a Maki
are the Mana Whenua of the former Waitakere City and have strong cultural
interests in Three Kings arising from both whenua tupuna and as a member of the
Maunga Authority. We have kaitiakitanga responsibilities in relation to this location.
Te Kawerau a Maki does not offer support to all parts of Fletcher's plan change
applications for its Three Kings project as they stand, but as detailed in this
submission, wishes to remain involved so that certain provisions and principles
important to our iwi are found in the final version.

2.

Fletchers needs to acknowledge the history of the site when it does its development.
Te Tatua-a-Riukiuta is the only surviving maunga out of five in the area. The rest
have been lost by quarrying. Both the maori and pakeha components of the history
of Fletcher's site are relevant to the final design of the project. Te Kawerau a Maki
can foresee a number of ways that this could be achieved and we want to have input
into this process going forward.

3.

To date, Te Kawerau a Maki has had two meetings with Flecther about the project
and is aware of the five hui that Flecther has conducted with other mana whenua
from the Tamaki Collective.

4.

After considering both of the Plan Changes and looking at the differences between
them, we have decided that we prefer Plan Modification 372. Plan Modification 372
will give better access to and from our land and will allow people to move more
easily between the different parts of Three Kings. We recognise that to achieve Plan
Modification 372, Fletchers and the Crown must swap land with each other. We are
prepared to support this as long as our interests are acknowledged and met
throughout the process.

5.

Whether or not the Fletcher's project goes ahead the site in the south of the land
the Council manages for the Crown is contaminated and must be cleaned up
immediately. Better care needs to be taken of it.

6.

The project site sits above an aquifer of significant cultural value. Quarrying activities
over the last 100 years have considerably damaged the aquifer, resulting in changes
to the groundwater path. We encourage the plan to return the water to its natural
course. Yet it is important to note that we acknowledge that this special resource
could be used to amplify the site's biodiversity (through the wetland proposal and
possibly as irrigation). We like the idea of using watercress in those wetlands.

7.

Te Kawerau a Maki has given advice about what treatment of storm water might be
appropriate including surface water management in the project through rain
gardens, sediment traps, wetlands and filters and avoid bare zinc surfaces on roofs.
We want to make sure that management of the surface water to protect
groundwater from contaminants happens. The Pattle Delamore Report proposed a
treatment train that we are happy with. However, we would like to advise on the
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final design of the stormwater system and its implementation. Only through this
level of involvement can we be sure that it meets our expectations on quality of
discharge to the groundwater.
8.

We encourage the implementation of the principles noted in the report of Rau
Hoskins. We want to ensure that iwi has a presence in the development so that
visitors can gain an understanding of their stories and the importance of the area.

9.

We understand that the project will be below street level on Mt Eden Road but this
sort of high density development must occur to accommodate a growing city.

10.

Under oranga we support the establishment of activity trails. We also see the use of
public stairways as a very positive element of the project as it promotes health and
wellbeing. In this vein, large and accessible sportsfields is a key part of the oranga of
the site as it will encourage young people to exercise and will foster a community
spirit. This is another advantage of Plan Modification 372.

11.

Te Kawerau a Maki believes that, under taiao, it is far preferable to use only native
plant species, and we cannot see any reason why that is not achievable. Plane trees
should not be planted on roads or parks because they drop significant amounts of
leaves that can block waterways and affect the quality of the water and so we do not
support their use in this project.

12.

We would like to participate in the hearings for these modifications.

Edward Ashby (MA, PgDip For.Sci.)
Heritage and Environment Manager
Heritage and Environment Unit
Te Kawerau Iwi Tribal Authority
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Susanne Tapsell
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

donotreply@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
Friday, 14 November 2014 4:59 p.m.
District Plans Central
District Plan online submission
Fiona Ting Submission Private Plan Change 372 replacement.docx

Thank you for your submission.
Once submissions close, a summary of submission will be prepared. At a later date, Auckland Council will
hold hearings to consider all submissions.
If you selected to be heard at a hearing then we will be in touch when hearings are scheduled.
If you have any questions, please contact us on 09 301 0101.

Contact details
Full name: Fiona TIng
Organisation:
Agent:
Phone (daytime): 021 056 8610
Phone (evening):
Mobile:
Email address:
Postal address: 497 Mount Albert Rd
Post code:
Date of submission: 14-Nov-2014

Submission details
This is a submission on the following plan change/modification (state plan change/modification name and
number):
PA 372
Please select the district plan your submission relates to:
Auckland Isthmus
The specific provision of the plan change/modification that my submission relates to:
See Attachment
I/We:
Generally oppose, but seek amendments as an alternative
The reason for my/our views is:
See Attachment
1
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I/We seek the following decision from the council:
If the plan change/modification is not declined, then amend it as outlined below
Proposed amendments:
See Attachment
I/We wish to be heard at the council planning hearing:
Yes
I/We would be prepared to present a joint case at the hearing with any others making a similar submission:
Yes
Attach a supporting document:
Fiona Ting Submission Private Plan Change 372 replacement.docx
I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including personal details,
names and addresses) will be made public:
Accept
If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission, your right to
make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management
Act:
I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission

2
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Private Plan Change 372: Submission by Fiona Ting

The submitter wishes to withdraw their previous submission, which was submitted online on the
10th of November 2014. This submission replaces the previous submission.

Proposed Land Swap
Issue:
The private plan change covers land which is not controlled by the applicant. A land swap with
Council-managed, Crown-owned land is proposed. These Crown-owned parcels of land are generally
north-facing, sloping and flat areas which have not been quarried away to the extent of the land
owned by Fletchers. Fletchers land is of lower value and development potential compared to that of
the Crown.
Relief Sought:

Land swaps should not be considered without a precinct-wide masterplanning approach to fully
understand the potentials the whole precinct offers, rather than a land swap proposal with narrow
focus. An independent valuation of Crown-owned land is carried out to assess the full value of the
land, and this is undertaken in a fully transparent manner.

Clarity of Concept Plan (Diagram F08-84(a))
Issue:
The presentation of the Concept Plan is unclear, especially in regards to the hatching it has used to
represent the different land uses proposed. Also, the proposed cycle and walkways are difficult to
see on the Concept Plan, and they are not present in any other map to provide more clarity.
Although there is more detail in the background information provided by Fletchers, the submitter
has been informed by Council Planners that we are to submit on the Private Plan change only, as the
background information is not part of the Plan Change.
Relief Sought:

More effort is required to clearly and transparently show the various aspects of the Concept Plan.
The submitter requests that another map is provided to show the pedestrian and cycle accessways.

Inconsistency between Zoning Map (Map 01) and Concept Plan
Issue:
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There are inconsistencies between the Concept Plan and the Zoning Map. As a single example: There
is a circle-shaped area at the South end of the site that is zoned as Residential 8b in the Zoning Map,
however in the Concept Plan the same area is classified as “Active uses at Street Level”, and not
“Residential”.

Relief Sought:
There should be no inconsistencies between the Zoning Map and Concept Plan.

Residential 8b
Issue:
Residential 8b is described by the Auckland Council District Plan, Isthmus Section, as being “usually
applied to parcels of residential land that are within a five minute or less walking distance of the
town centre or major transport node. Multi unit development in this zone can reach 3-4 storeys
high, consistent with existing town centre commercial buildings.” Considering the challenging
topography which is proposed for this residential development (see Figure F08 84(b) for levels), it is
unlikely that the existing or proposed bus stops will be easily accessible. The same goes for the
walkability to the Town Centre.

Relief Sought:
The proposal addresses the inadequate steepness in the topography of the development, in order to
comply with the objective of the Residential 8b zone. This can be done by filling areas which are
proposed as Residential 8b, to an appropriate level which allows for easy connections and
accessibility, including for elderly, wheelchair and prams. Or as an alternative, not proposing
difficult-to-access areas as Residential 8b, and instead Open Space.

Discrepancy between proposed new Activity Table for Residential 8b and the District Plan Isthmus
Section Activity Table
Issue:
The new Activity Table for Residential 8b, which Fletchers have proposed, is difficult to evaluate as
there are so many activities which have been reworded and in some cases significantly altered when
compared to the District Plan Isthmus Section Activity Table for Residential 8b. There is also no
reasoning provided to back up the numerous changes proposed to the District Plan Isthmus Section
Activity Table for Residential 8b.

Relief Sought:
The new proposed activities and their corresponding proposed status’ must be clearly listed next to
the existing activities and status’ in the District Plan Isthmus Section Activity Table for Residential 8b.
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This should allow a clear comparison between what Fletchers are proposing and what is currently
allowed under the operative Auckland Council District Plan, Isthmus Section. Thorough reasoning for
these proposed changes must be provided.

Discrepancy between proposed new Activity Table for Open Space 2 and 3, and the District Plan
Isthmus Section Activity Table
Issue:
The new Activity Table for Open Space 2 and Open Space 3, which Fletchers have proposed, is
difficult to evaluate for the same reason as with Fletcher’s proposed Activity Table for Residential 8b
(see above). There is also no reasoning provided to back up the numerous changes proposed to the
District Plan Isthmus Section Activity Table for Open Space 2 and Open Space 3. Also, Fletchers have
combined both Open Space 2 and Open Space 3 in their proposed Activity Table. This does not
comply with the purpose of Open Space zoning, as Open Space 2 and 3 are two different types of
Open Spaces which are appropriate for different uses and activities. The Auckland Council District
Plan, Isthmus Section, defines these appropriate uses and activities in each of Open Space 2 and
Open Space 3, whereas Fletchers has failed to do this in their proposal.

Relief Sought:
The new proposed activities and their corresponding proposed status’ must be clearly listed next to
the existing activities and status’ in the District Plan Isthmus Section Activity Table for both Open
Space 2 and Open Space 3. There should be more effort taken by Fletchers to comply with the
purpose of each Open Space 2 and Open Space 3, which are appropriate for different uses and
activities. This should allow a clear comparison between what Fletchers are proposing and what is
currently allowed under the operative Auckland Council District Plan, Isthmus Section. Thorough
reasoning for these proposed changes must be provided.

Density
Issue:
Density has been calculated over the whole site area (roads and open space included). This approach
has some problems, as Council has little control in regards to how this density is met, up until the
density limit is reached. With this approach, there is no rationing mechanism that is workable to
control how the density is met. A potential problem (which occurred in the Gulf Harbour
Development) is that development could initially occur at a higher density over an area which
doesn’t cover the entire proposed Residential zone, until the limit of 1500 residences is met. At this
point Fletchers could be left with undeveloped land zoned as Residential to develop further
residences, by application for a Discretionary Activity.

Relief Sought:
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Fletchers put forward a more comprehensive density calculation. This could involve dividing the site
into areas and proposing density for each area. This density calculation should allow density
control/rationing mechanism that is workable.

Height of Town Centre
Issue:
The proposed Town Centre height is not measured in stories, like all other building heights. The
proposed Town Centre height (24.5m) is the purported height for Terraced Housing and Apartments
under the Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan, which is not operative and is therefore not relevant for
this Private Plan Change or the heights that it proposes. Also, the proposed zone in which the Town
Centre sits is Business 2, not Residential 8b (or Terraced Housing and Apartments), so the proposed
height should not be generated through Residential height limits.

Relief Sought:
The height for the Town Centre should be measured in a way that is consistent with the rest of the
proposed building heights. It should not be generated through Residential 8b or Terraced Housing
and Apartment height limits as these zones are irrelevant. The proposed height should comply with
the proposed zone the building is situated on, which is Business 2.

Height of Cascading Apartments
Issue:
The height of the cascading apartments on Mount Eden Rd is 4 storeys, as shown on Figure F08
84(b). This is misleading as the total height of the apartments would include those which sit below
the 4 storeys on Mount Eden Rd, and are accessed via the bottom of thedevelopment. As the
bottom of the development is 14-17 meters below Mount Eden Rd (refer Figure F08 84(b)), this
factors in another 4-5 storeys of apartments. Combined with those that are access from Mt Eden Rd,
this bring the total height to 8-9 storeys, when taken from the bottom of the development. This is
not at all in line with Rule 7.8.2.3 of the Auckland Council District Plan, Isthmus Section. It is
unacceptable to propose “a mix of 3-4 storey apartments and terraced housing” in the Private Plan
Change when the reality is far removed from this (8-9 storeys at the bottom of the development
along Mt Eden Road).

Relief Sought:
Fletchers must address the 14-17 meter drop in contour between Mt Eden Road and the bottom of
the quarry by filling areas which they wish to develop to a level that allows for accessibility between
the quarry and Mt Eden Road. This will resolve the specific height issues stated above.

Location of Town Square
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The Town Square (The circlular area at the South end of the site) is not appropriately located. The
Town Square should be directly adjacent to the existing town center, where all commercial activity is
based, rather than adjacent to the Three Kings Oval. The poor Urban Design of the Town Square
heavily compromises the spatial qualities of what a ‘town square’ should be. Residential apartments
are proposed on top of the Town Square, with the building creating obvious problems in terms of
views across the square – especially towards Big King but even to the other side of the square. As
well as a visual barrier, the building also acts a physical barrier and limits the multifunctional nature
of a town square. Town squares must be designed as unprogrammed civic space while allowing for
the potential for programmed events. A building in the center of a town square is inappropriate,
especially if it is not a civic or community building.

Relief Sought:
The submitter requests that the Town Square is located directly adjacent to the Three Kings town
center. The Town Square should be zoned as the appropriate zone for a Town Square: Open Space 4
(Community). This eliminates the issue stated above regarding the private residential building
proposed in the Town Square.

Height in Relation to Boundary
Issue:
The Private Plan Change proposes that “Rule 7.8.2.4 shall only apply to the external boundary of the
Concept Plan Area where that land abuts or faces land zoned Residential or Open Space.” There is no
reasoning provided for this proposed exception to the Rule. There has been no replacement rule
proposed by the applicant to apply to height in relation to boundary for the internal boundaries
within the site.

Relief Sought:
The submitter requests that the applicant must comply with Rule 7.8.2.4 in its full requirements for
all boundaries concerned in the development, including internal boundaries within the site. In the
alternative, Fletchers must propose an alternative rule to Rule 7.8.2.4. There must also be sufficient
justification provided to explain why the applicant is proposing an exception to Rule 7.8.2.4 for all
the internal boundaries within the site.

Yards
Issue:
The Private Plan Change proposes that Rule 7.8.2.9 “shall not apply to the internal boundaries within
the site including street frontages and land adjoining land zoned Open Space.” The Private Plan
Change also proposes a change to Rule 7.8.2.9. There is no reasoning provided for this proposed
change, or the proposed exception to the Rule. There has been no replacement rule proposed by the
applicant to apply to yards within the site.
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Relief Sought:
The submitter requests that the applicant must comply with Rule 7.8.2.9 in its full requirements for
all yards concerned in the development, including internal yards within the site. In the alternative,
Fletchers must propose an alternative rule to Rule 7.8.2.9. There must also be sufficient justification
provided to explain why the applicant is proposing an exception to Rule 7.8.2.9 for all the internal
yards within the site.

Road Frontage
Issue:
Fletchers have proposed that for the “purposes of clause 7.8.2.15(d) the “amount of road frontage
taken up by accessways” is limited to a maximum of 50% where the total road frontage is 20m or
less.” There is no background support provided as justification for the rule change.

Relief Sought:
The submitter requests that the applicant must comply with clause 7.8.2.15(d) in its full
requirements. In the alternative, there must also be sufficient justification provided to explain why
the applicant is proposing an exception to Rule 7.8.2.15(d).

Special Height Limit: Volcanic Cones
Issue:
The Private Plan Change states “for the purposes of determining whether the volcanic sight lines
special height limits are exceeded under Rule 5C.7.6.5, ground level on the western terrace shall be
deemed to be RL 78 as shown in Figure F08-84(b) and height for the purpose of Rule 5C7.6.5 shall be
measured from RL 78 using the rolling height method.” This is inconsistent as Figure F08-84(b) states
the height of the western terrace is RL 73, not RL 78.
Relief Sought:
The applicant must remove any inconsistencies within their Private Plan Change application.

Sight Lines
Issue:
Sigh lines shown on Figure F08 84(c) lack clarity and are difficult to see. A more detailed diagram
would be more appropriate. There is only one sight line proposed that is taken from the bottom of
the development. The sight lines only protect views of the mountain that are above RL 120, which
does not tell us how much of the mountain will be visible as this information is not provided. In fact,
Big King is approximately 129 meters tall, thus the view shaft does not adequately protect the view
of the mountain.
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Relief Sought:
Sight lines should match those laid out in the Three Kings Plan, as a minimum requirement.
Sightlines should be more clearly shown with a more detailed plan, and should protect the view of
the majority of the mountain, rather than the top 9 meters.

Development Controls
Issue:
There are many exceptions proposed to the Development Controls for Residential 8b. Justification is
not provided for many of these proposed exceptions. Also, alternative rules to replace those which
the applicant is proposing an exception, have not been provided.

Relief Sought:
Justification must be provided for all of these proposed exceptions. Also, alternative rules to replace
those which the applicant is proposing an exception, must be provided.

Lack of Information
Issue:
The Private Plan Change overall is lacking in information as reasoning and justifications for many of
the design and planning implications set out the proposal. The background information provided
that exists separate to the Private Plan Change has not translated into the Private Plan Change, and
there are inconsistencies between them. The Concept Plan is limited in what it shows, compared to
the “Masterplan” provided in the background material.

Relief Sought:
Inconsistencies within the Private Plan Change and between the separately provided background
information must be resolved. More justification must be provided within the Private Plan Change
for the design and planning implications involved. More detail must be shown in the Concept Plan.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

donotreply@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
Friday, 14 November 2014 4:58 p.m.
District Plans Central
District Plan online submission
Fiona Ting Submission Private Plan Change 373 replacement.pdf

Thank you for your submission.
Once submissions close, a summary of submission will be prepared. At a later date, Auckland Council will
hold hearings to consider all submissions.
If you selected to be heard at a hearing then we will be in touch when hearings are scheduled.
If you have any questions, please contact us on 09 301 0101.

Contact details
Full name: Fiona TIng
Organisation:
Agent:
Phone (daytime): 021 056 8610
Phone (evening):
Mobile:
Email address:
Postal address: 497 Mount Albert Rd
Post code:
Date of submission: 14-Nov-2014

Submission details
This is a submission on the following plan change/modification (state plan change/modification name and
number):
PA 373
Please select the district plan your submission relates to:
Auckland Isthmus
The specific provision of the plan change/modification that my submission relates to:
See Attachment
I/We:
Generally oppose, but seek amendments as an alternative
The reason for my/our views is:
See Attachment
1
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I/We seek the following decision from the council:
If the plan change/modification is not declined, then amend it as outlined below
Proposed amendments:
See Attachment
I/We wish to be heard at the council planning hearing:
Yes
I/We would be prepared to present a joint case at the hearing with any others making a similar submission:
Yes
Attach a supporting document:
Fiona Ting Submission Private Plan Change 373 replacement.pdf
I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including personal details,
names and addresses) will be made public:
Accept
If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the submission, your right to
make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of Schedule 1 of the Resource Management
Act:
I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission

2

Submission No 165
Private Plan Change 373: Submission by Fiona Ting

The submitter wishes to withdraw their previous submission, which was submitted online on the
10th of November 2014. This submission replaces the previous submission.

Clarity of Concept Plan (Diagram F08-84(a))
Issue:
The presentation of the Concept Plan is unclear, especially in regards to the hatching it has used to
represent the different land uses proposed. Also, the proposed cycle and walkways are difficult to
see on the Concept Plan, and they are not present in any other map to provide more clarity.
Although there is more detail in the background information provided by Fletchers, the submitter
has been informed by Council Planners that we are to submit on the Private Plan change only, as the
background information is not part of the Plan Change.
Relief Sought:

More effort is required to clearly and transparently show the various aspects of the Concept Plan.
The submitter requests that another map is provided to show the pedestrian and cycle accessways.

Residential 8b
Issue:
Residential 8b is described by the Auckland Council District Plan, Isthmus Section, as being “usually
applied to parcels of residential land that are within a five minute or less walking distance of the
town centre or major transport node. Multi unit development in this zone can reach 3-4 storeys
high, consistent with existing town centre commercial buildings.” Considering the challenging
topography which is proposed for this residential development (see Figure F08 85(b) for levels), it is
unlikely that the existing or proposed bus stops will be easily accessible. The same goes for the
walkability to the Town Centre.

Relief Sought:
The proposal addresses the inadequate steepness in the topography of the development, in order to
comply with the objective of the Residential 8b zone. This can be done by filling areas which are
proposed as Residential 8b, to an appropriate level which allows for easy connections and
accessibility, including for elderly, wheelchair and prams. Or as an alternative, not proposing
difficult-to-access areas as Residential 8b, and instead Open Space.
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Discrepancy between proposed new Activity Table for Residential 8b and the District Plan Isthmus
Section Activity Table
Issue:
The new Activity Table for Residential 8b, which Fletchers have proposed, is difficult to evaluate as
there are so many activities which have been reworded and in some cases significantly altered when
compared to the District Plan Isthmus Section Activity Table for Residential 8b. There is also no
reasoning provided to back up the numerous changes proposed to the District Plan Isthmus Section
Activity Table for Residential 8b.

Relief Sought:
The new proposed activities and their corresponding proposed status’ must be clearly listed next to
the existing activities and status’ in the District Plan Isthmus Section Activity Table for Residential 8b.
This should allow a clear comparison between what Fletchers are proposing and what is currently
allowed under the operative Auckland Council District Plan, Isthmus Section. Thorough reasoning for
these proposed changes must be provided.

Discrepancy between proposed new Activity Table for Open Space 2 and 3, and the District Plan
Isthmus Section Activity Table
Issue:
The new Activity Table for Open Space 2 and Open Space 3, which Fletchers have proposed, is
difficult to evaluate for the same reason as with Fletcher’s proposed Activity Table for Residential 8b
(see above). There is also no reasoning provided to back up the numerous changes proposed to the
District Plan Isthmus Section Activity Table for Open Space 2 and Open Space 3. Also, Fletchers have
combined both Open Space 2 and Open Space 3 in their proposed Activity Table. This does not
comply with the purpose of Open Space zoning, as Open Space 2 and 3 are two different types of
Open Spaces which are appropriate for different uses and activities. The Auckland Council District
Plan, Isthmus Section, defines these appropriate uses and activities in each of Open Space 2 and
Open Space 3, whereas Fletchers has failed to do this in their proposal.

Relief Sought:
The new proposed activities and their corresponding proposed status’ must be clearly listed next to
the existing activities and status’ in the District Plan Isthmus Section Activity Table for both Open
Space 2 and Open Space 3. There should be more effort taken by Fletchers to comply with the
purpose of each Open Space 2 and Open Space 3, which are appropriate for different uses and
activities. This should allow a clear comparison between what Fletchers are proposing and what is
currently allowed under the operative Auckland Council District Plan, Isthmus Section. Thorough
reasoning for these proposed changes must be provided.

Density
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Issue:
Density has been calculated over the whole site area (roads and open space included). This approach
has some problems, as Council has little control in regards to how this density is met, up until the
density limit is reached. With this approach, there is no rationing mechanism that is workable to
control how the density is met. A potential problem (which occurred in the Gulf Harbour
Development) is that development could initially occur at a higher density over an area which
doesn’t cover the entire proposed Residential zone, until the limit of 1500 residences is met. At this
point Fletchers could be left with undeveloped land zoned as Residential to develop further
residences, by application for a Discretionary Activity.

Relief Sought:
Fletchers put forward a more comprehensive density calculation. This could involve dividing the site
into areas and proposing density for each area. This density calculation should allow density
control/rationing mechanism that is workable.

Road layout
Issue:
There is only one proposed road which services all the residences at the bottom of the quarry. This
road has two access points from Mount Eden road (one primary and one secondary), but both access
points converge to into Bush Rd – the primary access road which leads into the bottom of the
quarry. This road uses the existing quarry access route which is a long and winding accessway, in
order to negotiate the steep drop in contours through the site. The lack of filling to address such
inaccessible topography limits the possible number of vehicle accessways for the quarry floor
development to just one. The Integrated Transportation Assessment by TKD (provided in the
background information) states: “other options were considered sub-optimal, in part due to existing
constraints such as the depth of the quarry floor and its proximity to Mt Eden Road, making
acceptable road gradients unachievable.”

Relief Sought:
With only one primary vehicle accessway into the bottom of the quarry, the proposed development
is essentially a very large cul-de-sac. Filling of the quarry must be carried out to allow for more
vehicle access, and subsequently, more easily accessible walking and cycling routes up to Mt Eden
Rd. I request an independent Integrated Transportation Assessment of Private Plan Change 373 is
carried out, and the results are taken into full consideration to inform the hearing decision and any
future designs by Fletchers.

Pressure on Existing Traffic Infrastructure
Issue:
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The Integrated Transportation Assessment by TKD (provided in the background information) states
at the Mt Eden Road North of GBD the 2013 Recorded Peak Hour Traffic Volume (two-way) was
1,653. An additional 1200-1500 residences are proposed in this development, the majority of them
serviced by only one primary vehicle access onto Mt Eden Road. This will put pressure on this new
intersection with Mt Eden Rd, as well as on the traffic flow on Mt Eden Rd itself.

Relief Sought:
In the same respect as the previously sought relief; filling of the quarry must be carried out to allow
for more vehicle access, and subsequently, more easily accessible walking and cycling routes up to
Mt Eden Rd. I request an independent Integrated Transportation Assessment of Private Plan Change
373 is carried out, and the results are taken into full consideration to inform the hearing decision
and any future designs by Fletchers. More emphasis must be put on prioritizing walking and cycling
accessibility for the development, which will result in less pressure on existing traffic infrastructure.

Height of Cascading Apartments
Issue:
The height of the cascading apartments on Mount Eden Rd is 4 storeys, as shown on Figure F08
84(b). This is misleading as the total height of the apartments would include those which sit below
the 4 storeys on Mount Eden Rd, and are accessed via the bottom of thedevelopment. As the
bottom of the development is 14-17 meters below Mount Eden Rd (refer Figure F08 84(b)), this
factors in another 4-5 storeys of apartments. Combined with those that are access from Mt Eden Rd,
this bring the total height to 8-9 storeys, when taken from the bottom of the development. This is
not at all in line with Rule 7.8.2.3 of the Auckland Council District Plan, Isthmus Section. It is
unacceptable to propose “a mix of 3-4 storey apartments and terraced housing” in the Private Plan
Change when the reality is far removed from this (8-9 storeys at the bottom of the development
along Mt Eden Road).

Relief Sought:
Fletchers must address the 14-17 meter drop in contour between Mt Eden Road and the bottom of
the quarry by filling areas which they wish to develop to a level that allows for accessibility between
the quarry and Mt Eden Road. This will resolve the specific height issues stated above.

Height in Relation to Boundary
Issue:
The Private Plan Change proposes that “Rule 7.8.2.4 shall only apply to the external boundary of the
Concept Plan Area where that land abuts or faces land zoned Residential or Open Space.” There is no
reasoning provided for this proposed exception to the Rule. There has been no replacement rule
proposed by the applicant to apply to height in relation to boundary for the internal boundaries
within the site.
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Relief Sought:
The submitter requests that the applicant must comply with Rule 7.8.2.4 in its full requirements for
all boundaries concerned in the development, including internal boundaries within the site. In the
alternative, Fletchers must propose an alternative rule to Rule 7.8.2.4. There must also be sufficient
justification provided to explain why the applicant is proposing an exception to Rule 7.8.2.4 for all
the internal boundaries within the site.

Yards
Issue:
The Private Plan Change proposes that Rule 7.8.2.9 “shall not apply to the internal boundaries within
the site including street frontages and land adjoining land zoned Open Space.” The Private Plan
Change also proposes a change to Rule 7.8.2.9. There is no reasoning provided for this proposed
change, or the proposed exception to the Rule. There has been no replacement rule proposed by the
applicant to apply to yards within the site.

Relief Sought:
The submitter requests that the applicant must comply with Rule 7.8.2.9 in its full requirements for
all yards concerned in the development, including internal yards within the site. In the alternative,
Fletchers must propose an alternative rule to Rule 7.8.2.9. There must also be sufficient justification
provided to explain why the applicant is proposing an exception to Rule 7.8.2.9 for all the internal
yards within the site.

Road Frontage
Issue:
Fletchers have proposed that for the “purposes of clause 7.8.2.15(d) the “amount of road frontage
taken up by accessways” is limited to a maximum of 50% where the total road frontage is 20m or
less.” There is no background support provided as justification for the rule change.

Relief Sought:
The submitter requests that the applicant must comply with clause 7.8.2.15(d) in its full
requirements. In the alternative, there must also be sufficient justification provided to explain why
the applicant is proposing an exception to Rule 7.8.2.15(d).

Special Height Limit: Volcanic Cones
Issue:
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The Private Plan Change states “for the purposes of determining whether the volcanic sight lines
special height limits are exceeded under Rule 5C.7.6.5, ground level on the western terrace shall be
deemed to be RL 78 as shown in Figure F08-84(b) and height for the purpose of Rule 5C7.6.5 shall be
measured from RL 78 using the rolling height method.” This is inconsistent as Figure F08-84(b) states
the height of the western terrace is RL 73, not RL 78.
Relief Sought:
The applicant must remove any inconsistencies within their Private Plan Change application.

Sight Lines
Issue:
Sigh lines shown on Figure F08 84(c) lack clarity and are difficult to see. A more detailed diagram
would be more appropriate. There is only one sight line proposed that is taken from the bottom of
the development. The sight lines only protect views of the mountain that are above RL 120, which
does not tell us how much of the mountain will be visible as this information is not provided. In fact,
Big King is approximately 129 meters tall, thus the view shaft does not adequately protect the view
of the mountain.
Relief Sought:
Sight lines should match those laid out in the Three Kings Plan, as a minimum requirement.
Sightlines should be more clearly shown with a more detailed plan, and should protect the view of
the majority of the mountain, rather than the top 9 meters.

Development Controls
Issue:
There are many exceptions proposed to the Development Controls for Residential 8b. Justification is
not provided for many of these proposed exceptions. Also, alternative rules to replace those which
the applicant is proposing an exception, have not been provided.

Relief Sought:
Justification must be provided for all of these proposed exceptions. Also, alternative rules to replace
those which the applicant is proposing an exception, must be provided.

Lack of Information
Issue:
The Private Plan Change overall is lacking in information as reasoning and justifications for many of
the design and planning implications set out the proposal. The background information provided
that exists separate to the Private Plan Change has not translated into the Private Plan Change, and
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there are inconsistencies between them. The Concept Plan is limited in what it shows, compared to
the “Masterplan” provided in the background material.

Relief Sought:
Inconsistencies within the Private Plan Change and between the separately provided background
information must be resolved. More justification must be provided within the Private Plan Change
for the design and planning implications involved. More detail must be shown in the Concept Plan.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

lindavink@xtra.co.nz
District Plans Central
lindavink@xtra.co.nz
District Plan online submission
Friday, 7 November 2014 2:39:08 p.m.
AVCS Submission Plan modification 372 & 373.pdf

Thank you for your submission.
Once submissions close, a summary of submission will be prepared. At a later date,
Auckland Council will hold hearings to consider all submissions.
If you selected to be heard at a hearing then we will be in touch when hearings are
scheduled.
If you have any questions, please contact us on 09 301 0101.

Contact details
Full name: Greg Smith
Organisation: Auckland Volcanic Cones Society Inc
Agent:
Phone (daytime): 09 524 2926
Phone (evening): 09 524 2926
Mobile:
Email address: lindavink@xtra.co.nz
Postal address: 29 Mt St John Ave , Epsom, Auckland
Post code: 1051
Date of submission: 7-Nov-2014

Submission details
This is a submission on the following plan change/modification (state plan
change/modification name and number):
Plan Modification 372 and Plan Modification 373
Please select the district plan your submission relates to:
Auckland Isthmus
The specific provision of the plan change/modification that my submission relates to:
See attached document
I/We:
Oppose
The reason for my/our views is:
See attached document
I/We seek the following decision from the council:
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Decline the plan change/modification
Proposed amendments:
See attached document
I/We wish to be heard at the council planning hearing:
Yes
I/We would be prepared to present a joint case at the hearing with any others making a
similar submission:
No
Attach a supporting document:
AVCS Submission Plan modification 372 & 373.pdf
I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including
personal details, names and addresses) will be made public:
Accept
If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of
Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act:
I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

flilley@water.co.nz
District Plans Central
flilley@water.co.nz
District Plan online submission
Monday, 10 November 2014 5:49:22 p.m.
FINAL Signed WSL Submission 20141110.pdf

Thank you for your submission.
Once submissions close, a summary of submission will be prepared. At a later date,
Auckland Council will hold hearings to consider all submissions.
If you selected to be heard at a hearing then we will be in touch when hearings are
scheduled.
If you have any questions, please contact us on 09 301 0101.

Contact details
Full name: Fiona Louise Russell Lilley
Organisation: Watercare Services Limited
Agent:
Phone (daytime): 021 619 260
Phone (evening):
Mobile: 021 619 260
Email address: flilley@water.co.nz
Postal address: Private Bag 92 521, Wellesley Street, Auckland
Post code: 1141
Date of submission: 10-Nov-2014

Submission details
This is a submission on the following plan change/modification (state plan
change/modification name and number):
Three Kings Plan Change PA 372 and PA 373
Please select the district plan your submission relates to:
Auckland Isthmus
The specific provision of the plan change/modification that my submission relates to:
Water ans Wastewater Infrastructure
I/We:
Generally support, but seek amendments
The reason for my/our views is:
Watercare owns and operates the public water and wastewater infrastructure assets in
Auckland - the proposed plan changes and subsequent development will be requiring to
connect into those existing services.
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I/We seek the following decision from the council:
Accept the plan change/modification with amendments as outlined below
Proposed amendments:
See attached Submission Document
I/We wish to be heard at the council planning hearing:
No
I/We would be prepared to present a joint case at the hearing with any others making a
similar submission:
No
Attach a supporting document:
FINAL Signed WSL Submission 20141110.pdf
I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including
personal details, names and addresses) will be made public:
Accept
If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of
Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act:
I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
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Submission No 168
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

xanthe@xwd.co.nz
central-areaplan
xanthe@xwd.co.nz
District Plan online submission
Monday, 10 November 2014 2:35:54 p.m.
3Proposed View Shafts 372 copy.pdf
3Submission to Private Plan Change 372_GDM_2014_11_08[1] copy.pdf

Thank you for your submission.
Once submissions close, a summary of submission will be prepared. At a later date,
Auckland Council will hold hearings to consider all submissions.
If you selected to be heard at a hearing then we will be in touch when hearings are
scheduled.
If you have any questions, please contact us on 09 301 0101.

Contact details
Full name: Xanthe White
Organisation:
Agent:
Phone (daytime): 0272868817
Phone (evening):
Mobile:
Email address: xanthe@xwd.co.nz
Postal address: 48 Fyvie Avenue , Three kings
Post code: 1042
Date of submission: 10-Nov-2014

Submission details
This is a submission on the following plan change/modification (state plan
change/modification name and number):
• Oppose Plan Change 372 as there is a nett decrease in Public Open Space, it uses
Public Land for a substantial Private gain, and it will turn Grahame Breed Drive into a
major road access into a private development.
Please select the district plan your submission relates to:
Auckland Central Area
The specific provision of the plan change/modification that my submission relates to:
• Oppose Plan Change 372 as there is a nett decrease in Public Open Space, it uses
Public Land for a substantial Private gain, and it will turn Grahame Breed Drive into a
major road access into a private development.
Generally the plan takes public land into the private domain. Though some provision is
allowed for the development of sport fields these are less accessible than currently and
with no provision for green space with the private realm of the development are
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essentially a private park.
There is no restoration of the maunga proposed nor appropriate access (step models
exceed the current situation which is already only appropriate for high intensity training
not pedestrian commuting.
There is a failure for the landscape plan to address the scale of proposed building on
site. High density suburban spaces require a deeper scale of planting to ensure
preservation of views from areas around three kings of the three maunga Mount Eden
one tree hill and Big King. There is also a failure to create areas of commons (green
spaces be they for food production or recreation) for private residence. In the
development of high density spaces the provision of these landscape areas is the
responsibility of the developer. The sports fields and other green spaces are already in
the public domain and though poorly managed are providing for the existing community
some rare in the surrounding topography flat areas. The developer has failed to add
any additional green space within the development. The landscape plan should see the
developer consider green spaces appropriate to the scale of their proposition.
The potential of the cliff area as urban spaces has largely been ignored and as a
neglected wall of a building becomes vulnerable to neglect so does a vertical element
of the landscape. Any vertical spaces should require an intensive and on going
management plan to ensure they do not become breeding grounds for pests and
aggressive weeds such as gorse, possums, rats, privet and wattle which are likely to
have detrimental effects on the surrounding communities for years to come. This
requires a minimum of a 50 year plan (ideally 100) to ensure it is developed as a stable
ecology. Ideally this environment should be accessible. At the very least it is an import
aspect of restoring the maunga and preserving view shafts.
The landscape plan does not address the current challenges that are put forward due
to the severity of the contours left after quarrying. There are already steps part of the
way down the slope and while appropriate for high intensity fitness training they do not
allow access from the maunga or western three Kings community to the town centre or
the newly proposed landscape areas.
The development or restoration of a gentle slope through parts of the quarry are
essential to creating a foundation upon which a livable urban space may be developed.
The landscape plan does not remedy areas to the Southern end of the quarry to a
height suitable for housing development. Without the contours restored the plan should
explore alternative uses for this area.
There are also concerns that it continues to propose fencing between the maunga and
the quarry which also creates a disconnection both visual and actual. While there is a
suggestion that rocks may fall into the quarry below a fence at the top will not prevent
this while appropriate landscape management could do.
There are unresolved traffic issues both within the site and as it meets mount eden
road.
The proposal effects view shafts from the three kings town centre and surrounding
areas. Views of all three maunga visible in the surrounding area need consideration
I/We:
Oppose
The reason for my/our views is:
• Oppose Plan Change 372 as there is a nett decrease in Public Open Space, it uses
Public Land for a substantial Private gain, and it will turn Grahame Breed Drive into a
major road access into a private development.
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I/We seek the following decision from the council:
Decline the plan change/modification
I/We wish to be heard at the council planning hearing:
Yes
I/We would be prepared to present a joint case at the hearing with any others making a
similar submission:
Yes
Attach a supporting document:
Proposed View Shafts 372 copy.pdf Submission to Private Plan Change
372_GDM_2014_11_08[1] copy.pdf
I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including
personal details, names and addresses) will be made public:
Accept
If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of
Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act:
I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
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SUBMISSION(TO(PRIVATE(PLAN(CHANGE(372(
(
Submission)by)Gary)Marshall,)8th)November)2014)

(

(
1.
(

Background(
1.1. I$am$a$private$resident$directly$affected$by$Private$Plan$Change$and$the$Three$Kings$Plan.$
$
1.2. I$ support$ the$ support$ the$ Precinct$ Planning$ process$ and$ approach$ undertaken$ by$ Council,$
which$recently$culminated$in$publication$of$a$document$entitled$"Three$Kings$Plan”.$$I$made$
two$submissions$to$the$precinct$plan$during$the$process.$$My$second$submission$to$the$Three$
Kings$Plan$is$included$below$in$Appendix$1$and$forms$part$of$this$submission.$

$
1.3. I$ generally$ oppose$ Private$ Plan$ Change$ 372,$ but$ seek$ the$ following$ amendments$ as$ an$
alternative.$
$
2.

Process(
(
2.1. Issue:$
2.1.1.

$
Development$ and$ renewal$ of$ the$ land$ in$ the$ Three$ Kings$ precinct$ requires$ a$
coordinated$ and$ comprehensive$ planning$ approach$ in$ which$ the$ area$ is$
planned$as$a$coherent$whole.$This$is$best$achieved$by$a$PrecinctKwide$approach$
coupled$ with$ the$ development$ of$ a$ set$ of$ performance$ criteria$ based$ on$ the$
Three$ Kings$ Plan.$ The$ development$ of$ the$ Private$ Plan$ change$ prior$ to$ the$
completion$ of$ Three$ Kings$ Plan$ demonstrates$ a$ strong$ disregard$ to$ the$
community$ process$ and$ the$ desired$ community$ outcomes$ contained$ in$ this$
document.$$Individual$proposals$by$individual$landowners$should$then$be$based$
on$ based$ on$ a$ set$ of$ overarching$ principles$ developed$ by$ Council$ and$
community$as$specified$in$a$Three$Kings$Plan.$$$

$
2.1.2.

2.1.3.

The$ Private$ Plan$ Change$ is$ therefore$ premature$ given$ the$ absence$ of$ such$
guiding$ principles,$ the$ current$ fill$ rate$ of$ the$ excavation,$ the$ likely$ availability$
and$ timing$ of$ additional$ fill$ and$ the$ contour$ requirements$ of$ the$ current$ fill$
consent$(See)4.)Restoration)of)Te)Tãtua)a)Riukiuta)/)Big)King)below).$
$
The$Private$Plan$Changes$proposes$the$exchange$of$current$reserve$land$zoned$
Open$Space$3$and$4$to$a$mix$of$business$2,$residential$8b$and$open$space$2.$$The$
exchange$ proposed$ would$ result$ in$ premium$ north$ and$ northeast$ facing$
rehabilitated$ public$ land$ being$ exchanged$ for$ an$ area$ of$ both$ lower$ value$ and$
much$reduced$contour$(15$K$17$metres$below$the$level$of$adjacent$land).$$This$
land$ swap$ will$ disproportionately$ benefit$ private$ interests$ and$ should$ not$ be$
considered$without$a$comprehensive$Master$Plan$being$undertaken.$

$
2.2. Relief$Sort:$
$
2.2.1.

2.2.2.

A$ Master$ Plan$ is$ prepared$ that$ develops$ further$ the$ proposals$ outlined$ in$ the$
Three$ Kings$ Plan$ and$ is$ developed$ in$ partnership$ with$ all$ stakeholders$
including$the$community.$$
$
A$ ‘neighoubourhood$ design$ committee’$ (the$ committee)$ be$ established$ to$ be$
made$part$of$the$planning$process.$In$principle$the$committee$would$be$elected$
by$the$community$and$be$allowed$to$contribute$through$planning$mechanisms$
such$ as$ the$ Urban$ Design$ Panel$ review$ process.$ It$ should$ also$ be$ involved$ in$
resource$consent$approvals.$This$is$not$to$say$the$committee$would$have$veto$
power$ over$ the$ process,$ and$ would$ only$ operate$ within$ the$ bounds$ of$ those$
delegated$to$the$council.$

$
2.2.3.
$
$
$

An$independent$valuation$of$publicly$held$land$is$undertaken$to$assess$the$full$
value$ of$ any$ land$ exchange$ and$ this$ process$ is$ undertaken$ carried$ out$ in$ a$
transparent$manner.$
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3.

Public(Open(Space((
$
3.1. Issue:$
$
3.1.1.

372$ K$ There$ is$ a$ decrease$ in$ public$ open$ space$ and$ a$ lack$ of$ diversity$ of$ open$
spaces$and$recreational$facilities.$
$
3.1.2.
There$is$a$lack$of$provision$in$the$public$realm$for$assets$that$will$help$to$build$
community$ resilience.$ $ A$ master$ plan$ with$ such$ a$ provision$ would$ allocate$ a$
greater$ proportion$ of$ land$ to$ ecological$ integrity,$ selfKreliance$ and$ local$
economic$development.$
$
3.2. Relief$Sought:$$
$
3.2.1.
A$ significant$ increase$ in$ the$ quantity$ and$ diversity$ of$ public$ open$ space$ and$
recreational$ opportunities$ should$ be$ integrated$ into$ the$ master$ plan$ K$ at$ least$
50%$to$be$zoned$Open$Space.$$This$would$include$but$not$be$limited$to$separate$
walkways$ and$ cycle$ ways$ to$ enable$ the$ public$ to$ easily$ cross$ the$ site$ without$
significant$level$changes,$skate$park$and$all$age$playgrounds.$$$
$
3.2.2.
In$order$to$help$support$and$build$community$resilience,$explicit$requirements$
should$ be$ made$ water$ sensitive$ urban$ design$ and$ food$ production$ should$ be$
integrated$into$the$public$space$network.$$See$Appendix$1$for$more$detail.$

$
4.
$

$
Restoration(of(Te(Tãtua(a(Riukiuta(/(Big(King(
4.1. Issue:$
$
4.1.1.

Little$to$no$restoration$of$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$Big$King$is$proposed.$Te$Tãtua$a$
Riukiuta$/$Big$King$must$be$restored$to$compensate$the$community,$for$at$least$
some$of$the$commercial$value$that$has$been$extracted$from$the$natural$capital$
and$natural$character$of$the$area$over$the$last$80$years.$

$
4.1.2.

$

A$decision$of$the$Environment$Court$NZ$Env$C$130$and$NZ$Env$C$214$specifies$a$
minimum$ contour$ for$ the$ site,$ this$ being$ first$ proposed$ by$ the$ consent$ holder$
and$ current$ applicant$ at$ a$ joint$ hearing$ of$ the$ ARC$ and$ ACC$ heard$ by$
commissioners.$This$contour$(Harrison$and$Grierson$Plan$122314$Fig$002)$was$
subsequently$ also$ presented$ at$ Appeal$ before$ the$ Environment$ Court$ and$
agreed$ to$ by$ all$ parties.$ The$ Private$ Plan$ Change$ departs$ from$ the$ decision$ of$
the$Court$and$appears$to$place$the$consent$holder$in$breach$of$two$key$current$
fill$consent$conditions$(#76$and$#77).$$$

4.2. Relief$sort:$$
$
4.2.1.
Land$ affected$ by$ quarrying$ activities,$ including$ all$ publicly$ and$ privately$ held$
land$ should$ be$ maintained$ in$ the$ current$ zones$ until$ the$ recommended$
amendments$contained$within$this$submission$are$addressed.$$
$
4.2.2.
The$extent$of$departure$from$the$consented$fill$level$is$large$enough$to$require$
the$applicant$to$apply$for$a$new$consent$rather$than$a$variation$of$the$current$
consent.$$Any$new$application$should$be$processed$prior$to$Council$considering$
this$Private$Plan$Change.$
$
4.2.3.
Landuse$zoning$and$development$of$the$floor$and$walls$of$the$quarry$should$be$
bound$by$the$level$of$restoration$of$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$Big$King.$$The$greater$
and$ more$ complete$ the$ restoration,$ the$ greater$ the$ development$ outcome$
achieved.$ $ At$ a$ minimum$ the$ eastern$ slope$ of$ Big$ King$ be$ restored$ to$ form$ a$
natural$ slope$ /$ landform$ –$ i.e.$ restoration$ of$ Te$ Tãtua$ a$ Riukiuta$ /$ Big$ King$
should$ include$ restoration$ of$ the$ contour$ and$ landform$ of$ the$ Maunga$ not$
simply$planting$of$the$landform$as$it$stands$today.$$This$is$demonstrated$more$
fully$in$Appendix$1.$$
$
$
$
$
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5.

View(Shafts(
$
5.1. Issue:$
$
5.1.1.

There$ are$ only$ two$ view$ shafts$ included$ in$ Private$ Plan$ Change$ 373$ where$
Private$Plan$Change$373$has$five.$$$Both$Private$Plan$Changes$should$include$the$
same$view$shafts.$

$
5.1.2.

$$

$
6.

$
(
7.
$

A$primary$reason$stated$for$developing$buildings$at$the$base$of$the$quarry$(15$K$
18m$ below$ surrounding$ ground$ level)$ is$ to$ reduce$ the$ visual$ impact$ of$ the$
development$and$to$maintain$view$shafts$to$the$Maunga.$$There$is$no$evidence$
to$suggest$that$alternative$urban$forms$have$been$explored$that$would$maintain$
these$view$shafts$with$the$quarry$filled$to$the$existing$consent.$

5.2. Relief$Sought:$$$
$
5.2.1.
Views$ to$ the$ Maunga$ are$ maintained$ and$ created$ in$ key$ public$ spaces.$ At$ a$
minimum$these$view$shafts$should$be$those$indicated$in$the$Three$Kings$Plan.$
Access(&(Connectivity((
(
6.1. Issue:$
$
$
6.1.1.
There$is$poor$connectivity$into$and$through$the$development,$particularly$east$
west$connectivity.$The$connections$that$are$proposed$rely$on$steep$changes$in$
gradient$and$indirect$routes$as$well$as$limited$and$step$access$into$the$floor$of$
quarry.$
$
6.1.2.
The$15$K$17m$level$differences$between$the$finished$ground$level$and$the$town$
centre$ does$ not$ provide$ an$ easy$ and$ direct$ pedestrian$ connection$ to$ town$
centre.$ $ The$ staircase$ precedents$ are$ not$ a$ good$ contextual$ fit$ for$ the$ quarry$
development.$
$
6.1.3.
The$ interface$ between$ adjacent$ land$ uses$ is$ poor$ –$ particularly$ along$ the$
western$and$southern$edges.$$
$
$
6.2. Relief$Sought:$$$
$
6.2.1.
At$ a$ minimum,$ the$ network$ of$ paths$ and$ access$ points$ should$ match$ that$
outlined$in$the$Three$Kings$Plan$K$without$steep$gradient$changes.$$These$routes$
should$be$formed$in$consultation$with$Greenways$Network.$
High(Quality(Development(
7.1. Issue:$

$

$
7.1.1.

7.1.2.

Planning$ rulebooks$ like$ the$ Unitary$ Plan$ are$ typically$ conservative$ K$ being$
formulated$ around$ worstKcase$ scenarios,$ they$ enforce$ minimum$ standards$
rules$that$by$their$nature$are$intended$to$restrict$and$in$some$cases$punish$bad$
behavior.$$
$
Shading$from$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$Big$King$and$cliff$faces$mean$that$ability$to$
design$dwellings$for$passive$solar$is$severally$constrained$across$large$areas$of$
the$site.$

$
7.2. Relief$Sought:$$$
$
7.2.1.
I$recommend$that$incentives$be$provided$to$reward$high$quality$development.$$
For$ example,$ fast$ tracked$ consenting$ and$ special$ priority$ could$ be$ granted$ to$
those$ developments$ seeking$ to$ achieve$ high$ quality$ performance$ standards$
such$as$the$Living$Community$Challenge$or$the$Sustainable$Sites$Initiative.$
$
(
(
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8.
$

Urban(and(Landscape(Character$
8.1. Issue:$

$

$
8.1.1.

The$future$character$and$mix$of$uses$along$Mount$Eden$Road$is$not$defined$and$
needs$further$investigation$and$clarification.$$
$
8.1.2.
The$character$of$Grahame$Breed$Drive$is$significantly$affected$by$the$proposed$
access$way.$
$
8.2. Relief$Sought:$$$
$
8.2.1.
Further$ analysis$ and$ design$ into$ the$ appropriate$ character,$ mix$ of$ uses$ and$
interface$ along$ Mount$ Eden$ Road$ is$ undertaken$ and$ included$ in$ any$ proposal$
for$the$quarry$site.$
$
8.2.2.
No$ matter$ what$ use$ Grahame$ Breed$ Drive$ takes$ in$ the$ future$ its$ existing$
character$as$a$slow$speed,$leafy$green$street$should$be$maintained.$
$
(
9.

Infrastructure(
$
9.1. Issue:$

$

$
9.1.1.

The$underground$storm$water$and$wastewater$infrastructure$in$the$catchment$
is$at$capacity.$$The$scale$of$the$development$is$unable$to$be$accommodated$by$
current$capacity$except$to$a$minor$extent.$Council's$own$Further$submission$to$
the$PAUP$indicates$that$out$of$sequence$rezoning$and$infrastructure$provision$
should$ be$ specifically$ avoided$ (FS$ 5716K9)$ indicating$ the$ desirability$ of$
sequencing$ rezoning$ in$ a$ logical$ progression$ that$ "rezoning) or) infrastructure)
provision)should)be)done)in)a)logical)sequence)and)(that))out)of)sequence)rezoning)
or) infrastructure) provision) should) be) specifically) avoided) (PAUP) Urban) Growth)
B.2.3).”)

$
9.1.2.

The$ proposed$ Wastewater$ system$ relies$ on$ a$ mechanical$ pumping$ into$ the$
existing$system,$which$as$noted$above$is$already$at$capacity.$$It$is$proposed$to$
have$ only$ 8$ hours$ of$ holding$ capacity$ and$ no$ onKsite$ backKup$ generator.$ $ The$
sewerage$overflow$area$is$the$same$as$the$stormwater$overflow.$$(I.e.$Onto$the$
proposed$new$low$lying$Sports$Fields).$
$
9.1.3.
The$reliance$on$mechanical$and$electrical$devices$to$pump$storm$water$and$to$
move$ people$ up$ and$ down$ step$ level$ changes$ in$ an$ outdoor$ lift$ brings$ with$ it$
risk$and$vulnerability$to$disturbances$–$I.e.$it$is$much$less$resilient$than$water$
management$ systems$ and$ connectivity$ routes$ that$ don’t$ rely$ on$ external$ and$
ongoing$energy$supply.$$
$
9.2. Relief$Sought:$$$
$
9.2.1.
The$intensity$of$development$is$not$permitted$until$there$is$sufficient$capacity$
in$ the$ existing$ and/or$ proposed$ water$ management$ systems.$ $ I.e.$ Until$ the$
Western$ Interceptor$ is$ build$ or$ an$ onsite$ wastewater$ system$ is$ designed$ and$
developed$ and$ that$ does$ not$ rely$ on$ mechanical$ pumps$ to$ function.$
Decentralized$ on$ site$ infrastructure$ for$ net$ zero$ water,$ utilizing$ natural$
filtration$systems$such$as$wetlands$should$be$investigated.$
$
9.2.2.
Connections$between$key$urban$activity$attractors$such$as$the$town$centre$and$
the$housing$should$not$need$lifts$to$make$this$connection$accessible$(see$Access$
&$Connectivity$above).$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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APPENDIX(1:(SUBMISSION(TO(THE(‘THREE(KINGS(PLAN’(
$
I$am$a$member$of$the$Three$Kings$Design$Group,$an$informal$group$of$professional$and$designers$in$training$with$a$vested$
interest$ in$ our$ community$ and$ the$ 'The$ Plan'.$ $While$ I$ was$ preparing$ this$ submission$ we$ meet$ a$ number$ of$ times$ to$
discuss$our$concerns,$ideas$and$visions$for$Three$Kings.$$These$meetings$and$discussions$have$informed$a$number$of$the$
proposed$ outcomes$ and$ key$ moves$ in$ this$ submission.$$ $ I$ have$ also$ attended$ a$ number$ of$ public$ meetings$ where$ I$
contributed$towards$the$discussions$and$feel$that$I$have$gained$a$greater$appreciation$for$the$concerns$of$the$community.$
$
My$submission$to$the$Discussion)Document)T)Three)Kings)Precinct)Plan$proposed$six$principles$–$A$Walkable$Community,$
An$ Inclusive$ Community,$ A$ Regenerative$ Community,$ A$ Waste$ Free$ Community,$ A$ Resilient$ Community$ and$ An$
Aspirational$Community.$$$For$this$submission$I$would$like$these$principles$to$be$once$again$considered$for$inclusion$in$
The$Plan$as$well$as$my$proposals$for$a$community$design$committee$and$for$a$planning$process$that$incentivises$‘good$
behaviour’$ and$ reward$ ambitious$ projects.$ $ A$ summary$ of$ these$ recommendations$ has$ been$ included$ in$ appendix$ one.$$
For$this$submission$however$I$have$focused$primarily$on$the$issue$of$the$quarry$redevelopment.$
$
Background(
In$ my$ previous$ submission$ I$ outlined$ a$ number$ of$ concerns$ regarding$ the$ assumptions$ underpinning$ the$ Three$ Kings$
Discussion$ Document$ (noting$ that$ these$ concerns$ have$ also$ been$ raised$ in$ submission$ to$ the$ Auckland$ Plan).$ $ In$
summary,$ I$ believe$ that$ The$ Plan$ does$ not$ characterize$ with$ appropriate$ weight$ the$ scale$ and$ range$ of$ converging$
challenges$Three$Kings$will$need$to$respond$and$adapt$to$over$the$following$decade.$These$include$but$are$not$limited$to$
diminishing$ supplies$ of$ energy$ and$ resources,$ food$ security,$ volatility$ and$ likely$ contraction$ of$ financial$ markets,$
increasing$ inequality,$ increased$ climatic$ instability,$ and$ the$ continued$ degradation$ of$ environmental$ quality1.$ $ $ In$
practical$ terms$ this$ means$ that$ the$ compound$ growth$ that$ we$ have$ experienced$ in$ our$ economy$ and$ have$ grown$
accustomed$to$over$the$last$150$years$will$be$superseded,$potentially$quite$quickly$by$the$‘age$of$limits’2.$$$The$question$is$
no$ longer$ if$ but$ when,$ and$ the$ risk$ of$ significant$ economic$ disturbance$ occurring$ in$ the$ time$ frames$ concerned$ in$ The$
Plan$as$such$that$I$believe$it$needs$to$be$taken$into$account$and$factored$into$the$planning$process3.$$
$
In$response$to$these$challenges$the$following$strategies$were$proposed:$
)
–

In$ order$ for$ Auckland$ to$ become$ the$ most$ livable$ city$ in$ the$ world$ we$ need$ to$ shift$ our$ attention$ from$
economic$growth$through$efficiency$and$globalization$to$resilience$through$regenerative$design$and$the$
reKlocalization$of$communities$and$economies.$

–

As$Auckland$adapts$to$diminishing$returns$of$energy$and$resources,$rural$areas$will$diversify$and$cities$
will$ become$ more$ compact,$ the$ mobility$ of$ people$ and$ the$ distribution$ of$ goods$ will$ be$ reorganised$
around$ walking$ and$ cycling$ and$ economies$ will$ be$ restructured$ around$ surpluses$ of$ locally$ available$
natural$and$social$capital.$$Land$uses$will$become$more$diverse$and$the$‘grain’$of$our$urban$environment$
will$become$finer4.$

–

The$level$of$change$required$to$support$Auckland’s$vision$to$become$the$world’s$most$livable$city$is$well$
beyond$ incremental$ ‘tinkering’$ of$ existing$ policy$ mechanisms$ such$ as$ the$ Unitary$ Plan$ and$ requires$
visionary$ leadership$ that$ acknowledges$ the$ breadth$ and$ scale$ of$ challenges$ ahead$ and$ formulates$
appropriate$public$policy$that$emphasizes$scalable$and$practical$solutions.$

$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

1.))For)more)information)on)converging)global)challenges)see)the))Post)Carbon)Institute,)World)Watch)Institute)and)The)Localization)Reader)by)De)Young,)R.)&)T.)
Princen)
2.))In)1972,)the)Limits)to)Growth)study)was)commissioned)by)Club)of)Rome)and)undertaken)by)a)group)of)scientists)based)at)MIT.))The)study)was)the)first)study)to)utilize)
computers)to)model)the)converging)the)interrelationship)between)population)growth,)resource)consumption,)food)production,)industrial)output)and)pollution.))Over)
the)last)40)years)and)despite)multiple)articles)and)reports)dismissing)its)findings,)the)Limits)to)Growth)‘standard)run’)/)business)as)usual)scenario,)which)suggests)
industrial)output)and)associated)economic)growth)will)peak)some)time)before)2020.))

$

3)David)Korowicz’s)excellent)essay)–)On)The)Cusp)of)Collapse)T)http://www.davidkorowicz.com/publications
4)After)Robert)Thayer.)Sustainable)City)Regions:)ReTlocalising)Landscapes)in)a)Globalising)World,)2005.)In)T)Landscape)Review)T)Volume)9(2).
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Rather$ than$ intensifying$ our$ city,$ I$ recommend$ that$ we$ seek$ to$ optimize$ our$ communities.$ $ Where$ intensification$
strategies$ seek$ to$ continue$ developing$ the$ density$ of$ the$ city$ and$ encourage$ centralization$ and$ specialization$ of$ our$
economy$ in$ the$ hope$ that$ it$ will$ improve$ its$ efficiency$ and$ competitiveness$ in$ the$ global$ market$ place,$ an$ optimized$
community$ is$ consciously$ designed$ for$ local$ diversity$ and$ resilience$ which$ operate$ within$ the$ carrying$ capacity$ of$ our$
bioregion$–$the$city,$rural$hinter$lands$and$natural$environmentK$land$and$sea.$
$
Response(to(Three(Kings(Plan(
While$ there$ are$ a$ number$ of$ issues$ and$ concerned$ raised$ in$ The$ Plan,$ the$ issue$ of$ the$ Quarry$ redevelopment$ and$ the$
restoration$of$the$Mana$of$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$ Big$King$has$emerged$as$the$most$contentious$and$arguably$the$most$
important$issue$needing$to$be$addressed$by$the$plan.$$While$The$Plan$proposes$the$enhancement$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$and$
the$public$open$space$network,$it$fails$to$make$definitive$recommendations$and$I$believe$that$The$Plan$needs$to$take$a$
stronger$ position$ on$ the$ level$ of$ restoration$ that$ should$ be$ achieved$ and$ the$ types$ of$ development$ desirable.$$
Importantly,$this$also$needs$to$be$considered$in$terms$of$the$age$of$limits$described$above.$
$
It$is$my$opinion$that$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$Big$King$must$be$restored$to$compensate,$in$a$small$way,$the$value$that$has$
been$ extracted$ from$ the$ natural$ character$ of$ the$ area$ over$ the$ last$ 40$ years.$ $ I$ don’t$ believe$ however$ that$ filling$ the$
Quarry$is$automatically$the$best$option$for$restoring$the$mana$of$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$Big$King$or$the$most$resilience$
strategy.$$In$particular,$filling$the$quarry$will$bring$with$it$significant$environmental$impact$due$to$embodied$energy$of$
truck$ movements$ and$ associated$ carbon$ footprint.$ $ Also,$ given$ the$ nature$ of$ the$ fill,$ there$ is$ a$ risk$ of$ ground$ water$
contamination,$even$with$stringent$monitoring$procedures.$$
$
I$ also$ believe$ that$ the$ scale$ and$ nature$ of$ the$ fill$ operation$ is$ such$ that$ there$ is$ a$ risk$ that$ the$ project$ is$ simply$ never$
completed5.$$While$this$may$seem$dramatic$and$unfounded$it$is$not$without$reason$or$precedent.$$Many$of$the$solutions$
that$ have$ been$ employed$ during$ the$ development$ of$ our$ cities$ over$ the$ last$ 150$ years$ have$ worked$ to$ a$ large$ degree$
because$they$were$conceived$and$implemented$within$the$context$of$a$constantly$growing$economy.$$As$we$experienced$
during$the$Global$Financial$Crisis$in$2008,$when$growth$stalls,$so$to$do$the$best$laid$plans$for$development.$$Two$local$
examples,$ and$ there$ are$ many$ more,$ is$ the$ infamous$ ‘hole$ in$ the$ ground’$ in$ Ponsonby$ and$ the$ second$ runway$ at$
Auckland’s$ international$ airport.$ $ While$ the$ quarry$ at$ Three$ Kings$ is$ different$ to$ these$ examples$ in$ many$ respects6$ it$
shares$ in$ common$ with$ these$ examples$ an$ underlying$ assumption$ that$ the$ economy$ will$ continue$ to$ grow$ to$ support$
their$development$and$the$scale$of$the$development$means$that$it$equally$vulnerable$to$a$slowing$economy.$$
$
Notwithstanding$ my$ concerns$ about$ the$ sustainability$ of$ filling$ the$ quarry,$ I$ don’t$ believe$ that$ any$ form$ of$ substantial$
development,$including$housing,$should$occur$on$the$floor$of$the$quarry$unless$the$level$of$the$quarry$is$raised$to$align$
with$adjacent$land.$$In$particular:$
$
-

The$17m$level$differences$between$the$finished$ground$level$and$the$town$centre$does$not$provide$an$easy$and$
direct$ pedestrian$ connection$ to$ centre$ and$ will$ likely$ encourage$ car$ usage$ as$ the$ primary$ means$ for$ daily$
travel;$

-

The$reliance$on$mechanical$and$electrical$devices$to$pump$storm$water$and$to$move$people$in$a$outdoor$lift$
brings$with$it$risk$and$vulnerability$disturbances;$$

-

Shading$ from$ Te$ Tãtua$ a$ Riukiuta$ /$ Big$ King$ and$ cliff$ faces$ mean$ that$ ability$ to$ design$ dwellings$ for$ passive$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
5 My rough calculations suggest that the Quarry will need Approximately 2 million cubic meters of fill to reach the consented fill height. If the resource consent was realized to
its maximum potential and 375 six tonne tracks delivered fill every weekday it will take approximately 3.5 years to complete. I’m not sure of the current figures, but I imagine
that it is unlikely that the Quarry will fill at 100% efficiency and some delay should be expected. This timing coincides closely to best current estimates for likely economic
contraction outlined in references above. The following article is more recent exploration of this issue by renown author and Senior Fellow-in-Residence of Post Carbon
Institute - http://www.resilience.org/stories/2014-06-16/want-to-change-the-world-read-this-first
6. It is my understanding that the ‘hole in the ground’ in Ponsonby was a development proposal out of alignment with planning controls, contrary to community desires and
over investment in the first stages of development mean that ongoing costs stalled the project before it could get out of the ground. Construction of the second runway at the
airport stopped as a direct result of reduced passenger numbers which was itself a direct result of the GFC.
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solar$is$severally$constrained$across$large$areas$of$the$site;$
-

Significant$volumes$of$traffic$in$and$out$of$the$site$could$significant$undermine$the$potential$character$of$the$
site$and$traffic$management$in$the$local$area;$and$

-

As$ outlined$ in$ my$ previous$ submission,$ a$ community$ development$ strategy$ that$ emphasis$ community$
resilience$would$allocate$a$greater$proportion$of$land$to$ecological$integrity,$self$reliance$and$local$economic$
development7,$ which$ is$ not$ as$ dependant$ on$ the$ level$ being$ raised$ due$ to$ reduced$ demand$ and$ uses$ being$
more$closely$aligned$to$the$needs$of$the$local$community.$

$
In$response$to$the$above$concerns$I$propose$that$the$precautionary$principle8$is$applied$to$the$development$of$the$quarry$
site.$$In$this$case$the$precautionary$principle$or$precautionary$approach$is$applied$because$there$is$a$real$risk$of$economic$
contraction$prior$to$the$completion$of$the$restoration$process$that$is$without$consensus$and$that$precaution$in$policy$and$
action$should$be$taken$by$those$implementing$significant$change$to$the$Three$Kings$area.))
$
In$practice$this$could$be$achieved$by$linking$the$landuse$zoning$and$development$of$the$Quarry$to$the$level$of$restoration$
of$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$Big$King.$$The$greater$and$more$complete$the$restoration,$the$greater$the$development$outcome$
achieved.$$This$could$involve$a$staged$consenting$process$that$is$governed$by$a$series$of$phases$or$‘thresholds’$that$once$
reached$would$trigger$a$rezoning$of$the$underlying$land$use.$$This$would$require$that$the$Quarry$be$filled$in$a$way$that$
would$ allow$ the$ Quarry$ to$ be$ converted$ to$ a$ desirable$ land$ use$ outcome$ at$ the$ completion$ of$ any$ given$ phase.$ $ If$
everything$goes$according$to$the$business$as$usual$plan$of$ongoing$economic$growth$then$the$quarry$is$filled$to$at)least)
consent$levels$and$the$highest$development$potential$is$reached.$$If$business$as$usual$for$some$reason$does$not$continue$
to$ the$ completed$ restoration$ of$ Te$ Tãtua$ a$ Riukiuta$ /$ Big$ King$ then$ the$ land$ can$ be$ converted$ into$ a$ community$ asset$
with$minimal$additional$investment$of$resources,$energy$and$finances.$
$
By$way$of$example,$the$following$proposal$outlines$how$the$precautionary$principle$could$be$applied$to$the$Three$Kings$
area$through$three$phases9:$
$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

7))My)previous)submission)proposed)the)following)land)use)allocation:)
-

Of)and)approximate)area)of)110ha,)40%)of)the)total)precinct)is)maintained)as)public)open)space)=)44)hectares)

-

Streets)and)Civic)Spaces)T)40%)of)open)space)network))/)16%)of)the)precinct)/)18)hectares)

-

Parks)and)Reserves)T)60%)of)open)space)network))/)22%)of)the)precinct)/)24)hectares)

-

Green)Infrastructure)T)6)hectares)integrated)into)Streets)and)Civic)Spaces)and)Parks)and)Reserves)

-

Food)Production)T)20%)of)precinct)T)11)hectares)integrated)into)Parks)and)Reserves)and)11)hectares)integrated)throughout)the)existing)and)proposed)
residential)land.))

-

The)Quarry)and)Town)Centre:)Retrofit)and)create)a)new)mixedTuse)center)of)3)T)4)story)buildings)with)a)small)number)of)selected)sites)up)to)6)stories)

8)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precautionary_principle

$

9)At)least)one)additional)phase)between)phases)2)and)3)should)be)considered.
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Phase(One(–(Do(Minimum$$
Minimum$restoration$achieved$$
-

Foothill(s))to)the)east)and)south)of)Te)Tãtua)a)Riukiuta)/)Big)King)are)(re)created.)(Finished)Ground)Level)(FGL))
of)Quarry)is)only)undertaken)as)part)of)this)process)and)would)be)lifted)to)around)50FGL))

-

East)west)/)north)south)connections)are)created)across)the)site))

-

Direct)pedestrian)and)cycle)access)to)site)from)Kings)Way)

-

The)bottom)of)the)quarry)and)foothills)are)‘restored’)as)a)wetland)and)wildlife)reserve)accessible)to)public)via)a)
network)of)pedestrian)and)cycle)paths))

-

Area(s))of)land)are)developed)for)community)food)production))

-

Other)opportunities)include))
o

Gardens)/)botanical)gardens,)for)example)Eden)Gardens)

o

Resource)Recovery)Centre)

$
Development$Outcome$Achieved$
-

Retrofit)and)development)of)existing)industrial)land)for)residential)and)/)or)resource)recovery)centre)

$
Timing$
(
(

A)nominal)timing)of)3)years)is)suggested)as)a)realistic)time)frame)for)completion)of)this)phase.)
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Phase(Two(–(Community(Sport(Facilities$
Minimum$Restoration$Achieved$$
-

Foothill(s))to)the)east)and)south)of)Te)Tãtua)a)Riukiuta)/)Big)King)are)further)restored)and)the)Finished)Ground)
Level)is)lifted)to)60FGL)meaning)the)floor)of)the)quarry)sits)above)the)water)table)

-

East)west)/)north)south)connections)across)site)are)made)more)frequent)and)accessible)with)improved)gradients)
and))

-

Direct)vehicle)access)to)site)from)a)signalized)crossing)at)Kings)Way)

-

Active)sports)facilities)are)created)at)the)base)of)the)Quarry)

-

The)foothills)wildlife)reserve)accessible)to)public)via)a)network)of)pedestrian)and)cycle)paths)

-

Area(s))of)land)are)developed)for)community)food)production))

$
Development$Outcome$Achieved$
-

In) addition) to) the) above) phase) development) along) Mount) Eden) Road) and) down) to) the) level) of) the) newly)
established)sports)fields)

$
Timing$
$
$

A)nominal)timing)of)5)years)is)suggested)as)a)realistic)time)frame)for)completion)of)this)phase.)
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Phase(Three$
Minimum$Restoration$Achieved$$
-

Quarry)is)filled)to)at)least)consent)conditions)

-

East)west)/)north)south)connections)are)created)across)the)site)with)direct)access)to)site)from)Kings)Way)

-

More)direct)connections)are)created)along)the)southern)edge)of)the)Quarry)

-

The)foothills)wildlife)reserve)accessible)to)public)via)a)network)of)pedestrian)and)cycle)paths.)

-

Active)sports)facilities)are)created)at)the)base)of)the)Quarry)

-

The)foothills)wildlife)reserve)accessible)to)public)via)a)network)of)pedestrian)and)cycle)paths)

-

An)area(s))are)developed)for)community)food)production)

$
Development$Outcome$Achieved$
-

The)carpark)along)southern)edge)of)quarry)off)of)Graeme)Bread)Drive)is)developed)as)a)mixed)use)zone)and)
extension)of)the)town)centre)–)potentially)through)land)swap)arrangement.))

$
Timing$
$
$

A)nominal)timing)of)10)years)is)suggested)as)a)realistic)time)frame)for)completion)of)this)phase.)
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$
$
Finally,$ as$ with$ my$ previous$ submission,$ should$ it$ be$ appropriate$ and$ /or$ the$ opportunity$ arises,$ I$ would$ like$ the$
opportunity$ to$ discuss$ and/or$ present$ my$ submission$ with$ the$ Puketepapa$ Local$ Board$ and$ other$ significant$
stakeholders.$
(
Appendix(1_(6(Principles(for(Three(Kings$$
)
1.

A) Walkable) Community) T) create) a) network) of) walkable) communities) that) each) provide) for) the) dayTtoTday)
needs)of)their)inhabitants.))A)diverse)live,)work,)play,)learn)environments)where)all)of)the)daily)needs)of)the)
community) are) meet) by) either) walking) and/or) cycling.) ) Creative) Infill,) Car) park) Numbers) (set) maximum)
rather)than)minimum)numbers)for)car)parking)for)all)land)uses)))
)

2.

An)Inclusive)Community)T)A)walkable)community)requires)a)wide)range)of)uses)within)either)walking)and/or)
cycling) distance) from) one) another) T) the) following) list) of) activities,) which) is) organized) loosely) under) the)
headings) Live,) Work,) Play) and) Learn,) provides) a) short) guide) to) an) ideal) mix) of) uses) within) an) “ideal)
neighbourhood”10.)

)
3.

A) Regenerative) Community) T) a) green) infrastructure) network) is) integrated) throughout) parks,) open) spaces,)
streets)and)road)reserves)to)support)and)maintain)our)ecosystem)services.)

)
4.

A)Waste)Free)Community)T)Three)Kings)Precinct)take)the)lead)and)target)becoming)waste)free)(sending)zero)
waste) to) landfill)) by) 2030) and) adopt) policy) to) enable) industry) to) support) a) cyclic) flow) of) materials.11)
Neighbourhood)Resource)Center)Establish)a)neighbourhood)resource)center(s))that)support)activities)such)as)
recycling)of)building)materials,)composting)organic)wastes)and)enabling)small)local)businesses)based)on)‘up)
cycling’)of)materials)and)products.))

)
5.

A) Resilient) Community) T) create) smaller) scale) decentralized) infrastructure) specifically) for) the) three) Kings)
Precinct.) ) Decentralised) systems) have) several) advantages) over) centralised) systems:12) we) have) the)
opportunity) to) reTimagine) Three) Kings) as) a) single,) or) a) network) of) interconnected,) ‘eco) districts’13.) a)
neighbourhood)or)collection)of)buildings)that)share)infrastructure)such)as)heat)generation)and)ventilation,)
renewable)energy)generation)and)harvesting)and)recycling)of)rainwater)and)waste.)

)
6.

An)Aspirational)Community)T)“Visions)become)responsible)through)all)sort)of)processes.)The)best)one)I)know)
is)sharing)it)with)other)people)who)bring)in)their)knowledge,)their)points)of)view,)and)their)visions.)The)more)
a)vision)is)shared,)the)more)responsible)it)gets,)and)also)the)more)ethical”)T)Donella)Meadows14)
)

Community)Design)Committee))
People)with)a)longTterm)investment)in)the)community)should)have)a)say)on)larger)developments)within)their)niegbourhood)
such) as) the) quarry) and) the) supermarket.) ) To) achieve) this) I) recommend) that) a) ‘neighoubourhood) design) committee’) (the)
committee)) is) established) to) be) made) part) of) the) planning) process.) ) In) principle) the) committee) would) be) elected) by) the)
community) and) allowed) to) contribute) to) the) design) and) performance) of) large) projects,) through,) for) example) the) Urban)

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

10)This)list)has)been)and)adapted)and)modified)from)Victor)Dover)and)Jason)King),)2008.)
11)This)is)often)described)as)CradleTtoTcradle)resource)management.))The)primary)concept)is)centered)on)organizing)materials)into)the)two)discrete)metabolisms)or)
nutrient)flows)of)a)community)T)biological)and)technological)nutrients.))“The)first)is)the)biological)metabolism,)or)the)biosphere)T)The)cycles)of)nature.)The)second)is)the)
technical)metabolism,)or)the)technosphere)T)The)cycles)of)industry,)including)the)harvesting)of)technical)materials)from)natural)places.)With)the)right)design,)all)of)the)
products)and)materials)manufactured)by)industry)will)safely)feed)these)two)metabolisms,)providing)nourishment)for)something)new”)T)Michael)Braungart)and)William)
McDonough.)Cradle)to)Cradle:)reTmaking)the)way)we)make)things,)2002.)
12)Jason)F)Mclennan,)Flushing)Outdated)Thinking:)Transforming)Our)Relationship)With)Water)and)Waste.)In)T)Trim)Tab,)Fall)2009.)
13)Johanna)Brikman)T)Ecodistricts:)An)Opportunity)for)a)More)Comprehensive)Approach)to)Sustainable)Design.)In)T)Trim)Tab,)Winter)2009/2010.)
14)For)an)excellent)article)on)the)power)of)a)positive)vision)see)–)Envisioning)a)Sustainable)World)by)Donella)Meadows.
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Design)Panel)review)process.))It)should)also)be)involved)in)resource)consent)approvals.))This)is)not)to)say)they)would)have)veto)
power)over)the)process,)and)would)only)operate)within)the)bounds)of)those)delegated)to)the)council.))It)would)ensure)that)the)
communities)have)a)voice)in)the)design)of)significant)developments.)
)
Finally,)to)promote)and)give)incentive)to)developments)that)make)a)net)positive)impact)on)the)community,)developers)willing)
to)take)up)the)challenge)should)be)rewarded)for)their)efforts.)))
)
Incentivise)Good)Behaviour)and)Reward)Ambitious)Projects)
Planning) rulebooks) like) the) Unitary) Plan) are) typically) conservative) T) being) formulated) around) worstTcase) scenarios,) they)
enforce) minimum) standards) rules) that) by) their) nature) are) intended) to) restrict) and) in) some) cases) punish) bad) behavior.) ) I)
recommend) that) incentives) be) created) to) reward) good) behaviour) and) ambitious) projects.) ) For) example,) fast) tracked)
consenting)and)special)priority)could)be)granted)to)those)developments)seeking)to)achieve)performance)standards)such)as)
the)Living)Building)Challenge)or)the)Sustainable)Sites)Initiative.)

(
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PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

PRIVATE PLAN CHANGE 372

(OPTION 15H-1)

Submission No 169
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

xanthe@xwd.co.nz
central-areaplan
xanthe@xwd.co.nz
District Plan online submission
Monday, 10 November 2014 2:38:41 p.m.
4Proposed View Shafts 372 copy.pdf
4Submission to Private Plan Change 372_GDM_2014_11_08[1] copy.pdf

Thank you for your submission.
Once submissions close, a summary of submission will be prepared. At a later date,
Auckland Council will hold hearings to consider all submissions.
If you selected to be heard at a hearing then we will be in touch when hearings are
scheduled.
If you have any questions, please contact us on 09 301 0101.

Contact details
Full name: Xanthe White
Organisation:
Agent:
Phone (daytime): 0272868817
Phone (evening):
Mobile:
Email address: xanthe@xwd.co.nz
Postal address: 48 Fyvie Avenue , Three kings
Post code: 1042
Date of submission: 10-Nov-2014

Submission details
This is a submission on the following plan change/modification (state plan
change/modification name and number):
• • Support Plan Change 373 – but with major improvements such as removing the
Southern Buildings – blocking the connection to the Town Centre, maintaining and
improving the View Shafts, asking for a significant increase in Public Open Space, and
the creation of direct accessible walkways and cycleways through the site.
Please select the district plan your submission relates to:
Auckland Central Area
The specific provision of the plan change/modification that my submission relates to:
• Support Plan Change 373 – but with major improvements such as removing the
Southern Buildings – blocking the connection to the Town Centre, maintaining and
improving the View Shafts, asking for a significant increase in Public Open Space, and
the creation of direct accessible walkways and cycleways through the site.
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I/We:
Oppose
The reason for my/our views is:
• Support Plan Change 373 – but with major improvements such as removing the
Southern Buildings – blocking the connection to the Town Centre, maintaining and
improving the View Shafts, asking for a significant increase in Public Open Space, and
the creation of direct accessible walkways and cycleways through the site.
I/We seek the following decision from the council:
If the plan change/modification is not declined, then amend it as outlined below
Proposed amendments:
• Support Plan Change 373 – but with major improvements such as removing the
Southern Buildings – blocking the connection to the Town Centre, maintaining and
improving the View Shafts, asking for a significant increase in Public Open Space, and
the creation of direct accessible walkways and cycleways through the site.
I/We wish to be heard at the council planning hearing:
Yes
I/We would be prepared to present a joint case at the hearing with any others making a
similar submission:
Yes
Attach a supporting document:
Proposed View Shafts 372 copy.pdf Submission to Private Plan Change
372_GDM_2014_11_08[1] copy.pdf
I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including
personal details, names and addresses) will be made public:
Accept
If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of
Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act:
I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
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SUBMISSION(TO(PRIVATE(PLAN(CHANGE(372(
(
Submission)by)Gary)Marshall,)8th)November)2014)

(

(
1.
(

Background(
1.1. I$am$a$private$resident$directly$affected$by$Private$Plan$Change$and$the$Three$Kings$Plan.$
$
1.2. I$ support$ the$ support$ the$ Precinct$ Planning$ process$ and$ approach$ undertaken$ by$ Council,$
which$recently$culminated$in$publication$of$a$document$entitled$"Three$Kings$Plan”.$$I$made$
two$submissions$to$the$precinct$plan$during$the$process.$$My$second$submission$to$the$Three$
Kings$Plan$is$included$below$in$Appendix$1$and$forms$part$of$this$submission.$

$
1.3. I$ generally$ oppose$ Private$ Plan$ Change$ 372,$ but$ seek$ the$ following$ amendments$ as$ an$
alternative.$
$
2.

Process(
(
2.1. Issue:$
2.1.1.

$
Development$ and$ renewal$ of$ the$ land$ in$ the$ Three$ Kings$ precinct$ requires$ a$
coordinated$ and$ comprehensive$ planning$ approach$ in$ which$ the$ area$ is$
planned$as$a$coherent$whole.$This$is$best$achieved$by$a$PrecinctKwide$approach$
coupled$ with$ the$ development$ of$ a$ set$ of$ performance$ criteria$ based$ on$ the$
Three$ Kings$ Plan.$ The$ development$ of$ the$ Private$ Plan$ change$ prior$ to$ the$
completion$ of$ Three$ Kings$ Plan$ demonstrates$ a$ strong$ disregard$ to$ the$
community$ process$ and$ the$ desired$ community$ outcomes$ contained$ in$ this$
document.$$Individual$proposals$by$individual$landowners$should$then$be$based$
on$ based$ on$ a$ set$ of$ overarching$ principles$ developed$ by$ Council$ and$
community$as$specified$in$a$Three$Kings$Plan.$$$

$
2.1.2.

2.1.3.

The$ Private$ Plan$ Change$ is$ therefore$ premature$ given$ the$ absence$ of$ such$
guiding$ principles,$ the$ current$ fill$ rate$ of$ the$ excavation,$ the$ likely$ availability$
and$ timing$ of$ additional$ fill$ and$ the$ contour$ requirements$ of$ the$ current$ fill$
consent$(See)4.)Restoration)of)Te)Tãtua)a)Riukiuta)/)Big)King)below).$
$
The$Private$Plan$Changes$proposes$the$exchange$of$current$reserve$land$zoned$
Open$Space$3$and$4$to$a$mix$of$business$2,$residential$8b$and$open$space$2.$$The$
exchange$ proposed$ would$ result$ in$ premium$ north$ and$ northeast$ facing$
rehabilitated$ public$ land$ being$ exchanged$ for$ an$ area$ of$ both$ lower$ value$ and$
much$reduced$contour$(15$K$17$metres$below$the$level$of$adjacent$land).$$This$
land$ swap$ will$ disproportionately$ benefit$ private$ interests$ and$ should$ not$ be$
considered$without$a$comprehensive$Master$Plan$being$undertaken.$

$
2.2. Relief$Sort:$
$
2.2.1.

2.2.2.

A$ Master$ Plan$ is$ prepared$ that$ develops$ further$ the$ proposals$ outlined$ in$ the$
Three$ Kings$ Plan$ and$ is$ developed$ in$ partnership$ with$ all$ stakeholders$
including$the$community.$$
$
A$ ‘neighoubourhood$ design$ committee’$ (the$ committee)$ be$ established$ to$ be$
made$part$of$the$planning$process.$In$principle$the$committee$would$be$elected$
by$the$community$and$be$allowed$to$contribute$through$planning$mechanisms$
such$ as$ the$ Urban$ Design$ Panel$ review$ process.$ It$ should$ also$ be$ involved$ in$
resource$consent$approvals.$This$is$not$to$say$the$committee$would$have$veto$
power$ over$ the$ process,$ and$ would$ only$ operate$ within$ the$ bounds$ of$ those$
delegated$to$the$council.$

$
2.2.3.
$
$
$

An$independent$valuation$of$publicly$held$land$is$undertaken$to$assess$the$full$
value$ of$ any$ land$ exchange$ and$ this$ process$ is$ undertaken$ carried$ out$ in$ a$
transparent$manner.$
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3.

Public(Open(Space((
$
3.1. Issue:$
$
3.1.1.

372$ K$ There$ is$ a$ decrease$ in$ public$ open$ space$ and$ a$ lack$ of$ diversity$ of$ open$
spaces$and$recreational$facilities.$
$
3.1.2.
There$is$a$lack$of$provision$in$the$public$realm$for$assets$that$will$help$to$build$
community$ resilience.$ $ A$ master$ plan$ with$ such$ a$ provision$ would$ allocate$ a$
greater$ proportion$ of$ land$ to$ ecological$ integrity,$ selfKreliance$ and$ local$
economic$development.$
$
3.2. Relief$Sought:$$
$
3.2.1.
A$ significant$ increase$ in$ the$ quantity$ and$ diversity$ of$ public$ open$ space$ and$
recreational$ opportunities$ should$ be$ integrated$ into$ the$ master$ plan$ K$ at$ least$
50%$to$be$zoned$Open$Space.$$This$would$include$but$not$be$limited$to$separate$
walkways$ and$ cycle$ ways$ to$ enable$ the$ public$ to$ easily$ cross$ the$ site$ without$
significant$level$changes,$skate$park$and$all$age$playgrounds.$$$
$
3.2.2.
In$order$to$help$support$and$build$community$resilience,$explicit$requirements$
should$ be$ made$ water$ sensitive$ urban$ design$ and$ food$ production$ should$ be$
integrated$into$the$public$space$network.$$See$Appendix$1$for$more$detail.$

$
4.
$

$
Restoration(of(Te(Tãtua(a(Riukiuta(/(Big(King(
4.1. Issue:$
$
4.1.1.

Little$to$no$restoration$of$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$Big$King$is$proposed.$Te$Tãtua$a$
Riukiuta$/$Big$King$must$be$restored$to$compensate$the$community,$for$at$least$
some$of$the$commercial$value$that$has$been$extracted$from$the$natural$capital$
and$natural$character$of$the$area$over$the$last$80$years.$

$
4.1.2.

$

A$decision$of$the$Environment$Court$NZ$Env$C$130$and$NZ$Env$C$214$specifies$a$
minimum$ contour$ for$ the$ site,$ this$ being$ first$ proposed$ by$ the$ consent$ holder$
and$ current$ applicant$ at$ a$ joint$ hearing$ of$ the$ ARC$ and$ ACC$ heard$ by$
commissioners.$This$contour$(Harrison$and$Grierson$Plan$122314$Fig$002)$was$
subsequently$ also$ presented$ at$ Appeal$ before$ the$ Environment$ Court$ and$
agreed$ to$ by$ all$ parties.$ The$ Private$ Plan$ Change$ departs$ from$ the$ decision$ of$
the$Court$and$appears$to$place$the$consent$holder$in$breach$of$two$key$current$
fill$consent$conditions$(#76$and$#77).$$$

4.2. Relief$sort:$$
$
4.2.1.
Land$ affected$ by$ quarrying$ activities,$ including$ all$ publicly$ and$ privately$ held$
land$ should$ be$ maintained$ in$ the$ current$ zones$ until$ the$ recommended$
amendments$contained$within$this$submission$are$addressed.$$
$
4.2.2.
The$extent$of$departure$from$the$consented$fill$level$is$large$enough$to$require$
the$applicant$to$apply$for$a$new$consent$rather$than$a$variation$of$the$current$
consent.$$Any$new$application$should$be$processed$prior$to$Council$considering$
this$Private$Plan$Change.$
$
4.2.3.
Landuse$zoning$and$development$of$the$floor$and$walls$of$the$quarry$should$be$
bound$by$the$level$of$restoration$of$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$Big$King.$$The$greater$
and$ more$ complete$ the$ restoration,$ the$ greater$ the$ development$ outcome$
achieved.$ $ At$ a$ minimum$ the$ eastern$ slope$ of$ Big$ King$ be$ restored$ to$ form$ a$
natural$ slope$ /$ landform$ –$ i.e.$ restoration$ of$ Te$ Tãtua$ a$ Riukiuta$ /$ Big$ King$
should$ include$ restoration$ of$ the$ contour$ and$ landform$ of$ the$ Maunga$ not$
simply$planting$of$the$landform$as$it$stands$today.$$This$is$demonstrated$more$
fully$in$Appendix$1.$$
$
$
$
$
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5.

View(Shafts(
$
5.1. Issue:$
$
5.1.1.

There$ are$ only$ two$ view$ shafts$ included$ in$ Private$ Plan$ Change$ 373$ where$
Private$Plan$Change$373$has$five.$$$Both$Private$Plan$Changes$should$include$the$
same$view$shafts.$

$
5.1.2.

$$

$
6.

$
(
7.
$

A$primary$reason$stated$for$developing$buildings$at$the$base$of$the$quarry$(15$K$
18m$ below$ surrounding$ ground$ level)$ is$ to$ reduce$ the$ visual$ impact$ of$ the$
development$and$to$maintain$view$shafts$to$the$Maunga.$$There$is$no$evidence$
to$suggest$that$alternative$urban$forms$have$been$explored$that$would$maintain$
these$view$shafts$with$the$quarry$filled$to$the$existing$consent.$

5.2. Relief$Sought:$$$
$
5.2.1.
Views$ to$ the$ Maunga$ are$ maintained$ and$ created$ in$ key$ public$ spaces.$ At$ a$
minimum$these$view$shafts$should$be$those$indicated$in$the$Three$Kings$Plan.$
Access(&(Connectivity((
(
6.1. Issue:$
$
$
6.1.1.
There$is$poor$connectivity$into$and$through$the$development,$particularly$east$
west$connectivity.$The$connections$that$are$proposed$rely$on$steep$changes$in$
gradient$and$indirect$routes$as$well$as$limited$and$step$access$into$the$floor$of$
quarry.$
$
6.1.2.
The$15$K$17m$level$differences$between$the$finished$ground$level$and$the$town$
centre$ does$ not$ provide$ an$ easy$ and$ direct$ pedestrian$ connection$ to$ town$
centre.$ $ The$ staircase$ precedents$ are$ not$ a$ good$ contextual$ fit$ for$ the$ quarry$
development.$
$
6.1.3.
The$ interface$ between$ adjacent$ land$ uses$ is$ poor$ –$ particularly$ along$ the$
western$and$southern$edges.$$
$
$
6.2. Relief$Sought:$$$
$
6.2.1.
At$ a$ minimum,$ the$ network$ of$ paths$ and$ access$ points$ should$ match$ that$
outlined$in$the$Three$Kings$Plan$K$without$steep$gradient$changes.$$These$routes$
should$be$formed$in$consultation$with$Greenways$Network.$
High(Quality(Development(
7.1. Issue:$

$

$
7.1.1.

7.1.2.

Planning$ rulebooks$ like$ the$ Unitary$ Plan$ are$ typically$ conservative$ K$ being$
formulated$ around$ worstKcase$ scenarios,$ they$ enforce$ minimum$ standards$
rules$that$by$their$nature$are$intended$to$restrict$and$in$some$cases$punish$bad$
behavior.$$
$
Shading$from$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$Big$King$and$cliff$faces$mean$that$ability$to$
design$dwellings$for$passive$solar$is$severally$constrained$across$large$areas$of$
the$site.$

$
7.2. Relief$Sought:$$$
$
7.2.1.
I$recommend$that$incentives$be$provided$to$reward$high$quality$development.$$
For$ example,$ fast$ tracked$ consenting$ and$ special$ priority$ could$ be$ granted$ to$
those$ developments$ seeking$ to$ achieve$ high$ quality$ performance$ standards$
such$as$the$Living$Community$Challenge$or$the$Sustainable$Sites$Initiative.$
$
(
(
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8.
$

Urban(and(Landscape(Character$
8.1. Issue:$

$

$
8.1.1.

The$future$character$and$mix$of$uses$along$Mount$Eden$Road$is$not$defined$and$
needs$further$investigation$and$clarification.$$
$
8.1.2.
The$character$of$Grahame$Breed$Drive$is$significantly$affected$by$the$proposed$
access$way.$
$
8.2. Relief$Sought:$$$
$
8.2.1.
Further$ analysis$ and$ design$ into$ the$ appropriate$ character,$ mix$ of$ uses$ and$
interface$ along$ Mount$ Eden$ Road$ is$ undertaken$ and$ included$ in$ any$ proposal$
for$the$quarry$site.$
$
8.2.2.
No$ matter$ what$ use$ Grahame$ Breed$ Drive$ takes$ in$ the$ future$ its$ existing$
character$as$a$slow$speed,$leafy$green$street$should$be$maintained.$
$
(
9.

Infrastructure(
$
9.1. Issue:$

$

$
9.1.1.

The$underground$storm$water$and$wastewater$infrastructure$in$the$catchment$
is$at$capacity.$$The$scale$of$the$development$is$unable$to$be$accommodated$by$
current$capacity$except$to$a$minor$extent.$Council's$own$Further$submission$to$
the$PAUP$indicates$that$out$of$sequence$rezoning$and$infrastructure$provision$
should$ be$ specifically$ avoided$ (FS$ 5716K9)$ indicating$ the$ desirability$ of$
sequencing$ rezoning$ in$ a$ logical$ progression$ that$ "rezoning) or) infrastructure)
provision)should)be)done)in)a)logical)sequence)and)(that))out)of)sequence)rezoning)
or) infrastructure) provision) should) be) specifically) avoided) (PAUP) Urban) Growth)
B.2.3).”)

$
9.1.2.

The$ proposed$ Wastewater$ system$ relies$ on$ a$ mechanical$ pumping$ into$ the$
existing$system,$which$as$noted$above$is$already$at$capacity.$$It$is$proposed$to$
have$ only$ 8$ hours$ of$ holding$ capacity$ and$ no$ onKsite$ backKup$ generator.$ $ The$
sewerage$overflow$area$is$the$same$as$the$stormwater$overflow.$$(I.e.$Onto$the$
proposed$new$low$lying$Sports$Fields).$
$
9.1.3.
The$reliance$on$mechanical$and$electrical$devices$to$pump$storm$water$and$to$
move$ people$ up$ and$ down$ step$ level$ changes$ in$ an$ outdoor$ lift$ brings$ with$ it$
risk$and$vulnerability$to$disturbances$–$I.e.$it$is$much$less$resilient$than$water$
management$ systems$ and$ connectivity$ routes$ that$ don’t$ rely$ on$ external$ and$
ongoing$energy$supply.$$
$
9.2. Relief$Sought:$$$
$
9.2.1.
The$intensity$of$development$is$not$permitted$until$there$is$sufficient$capacity$
in$ the$ existing$ and/or$ proposed$ water$ management$ systems.$ $ I.e.$ Until$ the$
Western$ Interceptor$ is$ build$ or$ an$ onsite$ wastewater$ system$ is$ designed$ and$
developed$ and$ that$ does$ not$ rely$ on$ mechanical$ pumps$ to$ function.$
Decentralized$ on$ site$ infrastructure$ for$ net$ zero$ water,$ utilizing$ natural$
filtration$systems$such$as$wetlands$should$be$investigated.$
$
9.2.2.
Connections$between$key$urban$activity$attractors$such$as$the$town$centre$and$
the$housing$should$not$need$lifts$to$make$this$connection$accessible$(see$Access$
&$Connectivity$above).$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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APPENDIX(1:(SUBMISSION(TO(THE(‘THREE(KINGS(PLAN’(
$
I$am$a$member$of$the$Three$Kings$Design$Group,$an$informal$group$of$professional$and$designers$in$training$with$a$vested$
interest$ in$ our$ community$ and$ the$ 'The$ Plan'.$ $While$ I$ was$ preparing$ this$ submission$ we$ meet$ a$ number$ of$ times$ to$
discuss$our$concerns,$ideas$and$visions$for$Three$Kings.$$These$meetings$and$discussions$have$informed$a$number$of$the$
proposed$ outcomes$ and$ key$ moves$ in$ this$ submission.$$ $ I$ have$ also$ attended$ a$ number$ of$ public$ meetings$ where$ I$
contributed$towards$the$discussions$and$feel$that$I$have$gained$a$greater$appreciation$for$the$concerns$of$the$community.$
$
My$submission$to$the$Discussion)Document)T)Three)Kings)Precinct)Plan$proposed$six$principles$–$A$Walkable$Community,$
An$ Inclusive$ Community,$ A$ Regenerative$ Community,$ A$ Waste$ Free$ Community,$ A$ Resilient$ Community$ and$ An$
Aspirational$Community.$$$For$this$submission$I$would$like$these$principles$to$be$once$again$considered$for$inclusion$in$
The$Plan$as$well$as$my$proposals$for$a$community$design$committee$and$for$a$planning$process$that$incentivises$‘good$
behaviour’$ and$ reward$ ambitious$ projects.$ $ A$ summary$ of$ these$ recommendations$ has$ been$ included$ in$ appendix$ one.$$
For$this$submission$however$I$have$focused$primarily$on$the$issue$of$the$quarry$redevelopment.$
$
Background(
In$ my$ previous$ submission$ I$ outlined$ a$ number$ of$ concerns$ regarding$ the$ assumptions$ underpinning$ the$ Three$ Kings$
Discussion$ Document$ (noting$ that$ these$ concerns$ have$ also$ been$ raised$ in$ submission$ to$ the$ Auckland$ Plan).$ $ In$
summary,$ I$ believe$ that$ The$ Plan$ does$ not$ characterize$ with$ appropriate$ weight$ the$ scale$ and$ range$ of$ converging$
challenges$Three$Kings$will$need$to$respond$and$adapt$to$over$the$following$decade.$These$include$but$are$not$limited$to$
diminishing$ supplies$ of$ energy$ and$ resources,$ food$ security,$ volatility$ and$ likely$ contraction$ of$ financial$ markets,$
increasing$ inequality,$ increased$ climatic$ instability,$ and$ the$ continued$ degradation$ of$ environmental$ quality1.$ $ $ In$
practical$ terms$ this$ means$ that$ the$ compound$ growth$ that$ we$ have$ experienced$ in$ our$ economy$ and$ have$ grown$
accustomed$to$over$the$last$150$years$will$be$superseded,$potentially$quite$quickly$by$the$‘age$of$limits’2.$$$The$question$is$
no$ longer$ if$ but$ when,$ and$ the$ risk$ of$ significant$ economic$ disturbance$ occurring$ in$ the$ time$ frames$ concerned$ in$ The$
Plan$as$such$that$I$believe$it$needs$to$be$taken$into$account$and$factored$into$the$planning$process3.$$
$
In$response$to$these$challenges$the$following$strategies$were$proposed:$
)
–

In$ order$ for$ Auckland$ to$ become$ the$ most$ livable$ city$ in$ the$ world$ we$ need$ to$ shift$ our$ attention$ from$
economic$growth$through$efficiency$and$globalization$to$resilience$through$regenerative$design$and$the$
reKlocalization$of$communities$and$economies.$

–

As$Auckland$adapts$to$diminishing$returns$of$energy$and$resources,$rural$areas$will$diversify$and$cities$
will$ become$ more$ compact,$ the$ mobility$ of$ people$ and$ the$ distribution$ of$ goods$ will$ be$ reorganised$
around$ walking$ and$ cycling$ and$ economies$ will$ be$ restructured$ around$ surpluses$ of$ locally$ available$
natural$and$social$capital.$$Land$uses$will$become$more$diverse$and$the$‘grain’$of$our$urban$environment$
will$become$finer4.$

–

The$level$of$change$required$to$support$Auckland’s$vision$to$become$the$world’s$most$livable$city$is$well$
beyond$ incremental$ ‘tinkering’$ of$ existing$ policy$ mechanisms$ such$ as$ the$ Unitary$ Plan$ and$ requires$
visionary$ leadership$ that$ acknowledges$ the$ breadth$ and$ scale$ of$ challenges$ ahead$ and$ formulates$
appropriate$public$policy$that$emphasizes$scalable$and$practical$solutions.$

$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

1.))For)more)information)on)converging)global)challenges)see)the))Post)Carbon)Institute,)World)Watch)Institute)and)The)Localization)Reader)by)De)Young,)R.)&)T.)
Princen)
2.))In)1972,)the)Limits)to)Growth)study)was)commissioned)by)Club)of)Rome)and)undertaken)by)a)group)of)scientists)based)at)MIT.))The)study)was)the)first)study)to)utilize)
computers)to)model)the)converging)the)interrelationship)between)population)growth,)resource)consumption,)food)production,)industrial)output)and)pollution.))Over)
the)last)40)years)and)despite)multiple)articles)and)reports)dismissing)its)findings,)the)Limits)to)Growth)‘standard)run’)/)business)as)usual)scenario,)which)suggests)
industrial)output)and)associated)economic)growth)will)peak)some)time)before)2020.))

$

3)David)Korowicz’s)excellent)essay)–)On)The)Cusp)of)Collapse)T)http://www.davidkorowicz.com/publications
4)After)Robert)Thayer.)Sustainable)City)Regions:)ReTlocalising)Landscapes)in)a)Globalising)World,)2005.)In)T)Landscape)Review)T)Volume)9(2).
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Rather$ than$ intensifying$ our$ city,$ I$ recommend$ that$ we$ seek$ to$ optimize$ our$ communities.$ $ Where$ intensification$
strategies$ seek$ to$ continue$ developing$ the$ density$ of$ the$ city$ and$ encourage$ centralization$ and$ specialization$ of$ our$
economy$ in$ the$ hope$ that$ it$ will$ improve$ its$ efficiency$ and$ competitiveness$ in$ the$ global$ market$ place,$ an$ optimized$
community$ is$ consciously$ designed$ for$ local$ diversity$ and$ resilience$ which$ operate$ within$ the$ carrying$ capacity$ of$ our$
bioregion$–$the$city,$rural$hinter$lands$and$natural$environmentK$land$and$sea.$
$
Response(to(Three(Kings(Plan(
While$ there$ are$ a$ number$ of$ issues$ and$ concerned$ raised$ in$ The$ Plan,$ the$ issue$ of$ the$ Quarry$ redevelopment$ and$ the$
restoration$of$the$Mana$of$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$ Big$King$has$emerged$as$the$most$contentious$and$arguably$the$most$
important$issue$needing$to$be$addressed$by$the$plan.$$While$The$Plan$proposes$the$enhancement$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$and$
the$public$open$space$network,$it$fails$to$make$definitive$recommendations$and$I$believe$that$The$Plan$needs$to$take$a$
stronger$ position$ on$ the$ level$ of$ restoration$ that$ should$ be$ achieved$ and$ the$ types$ of$ development$ desirable.$$
Importantly,$this$also$needs$to$be$considered$in$terms$of$the$age$of$limits$described$above.$
$
It$is$my$opinion$that$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$Big$King$must$be$restored$to$compensate,$in$a$small$way,$the$value$that$has$
been$ extracted$ from$ the$ natural$ character$ of$ the$ area$ over$ the$ last$ 40$ years.$ $ I$ don’t$ believe$ however$ that$ filling$ the$
Quarry$is$automatically$the$best$option$for$restoring$the$mana$of$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$Big$King$or$the$most$resilience$
strategy.$$In$particular,$filling$the$quarry$will$bring$with$it$significant$environmental$impact$due$to$embodied$energy$of$
truck$ movements$ and$ associated$ carbon$ footprint.$ $ Also,$ given$ the$ nature$ of$ the$ fill,$ there$ is$ a$ risk$ of$ ground$ water$
contamination,$even$with$stringent$monitoring$procedures.$$
$
I$ also$ believe$ that$ the$ scale$ and$ nature$ of$ the$ fill$ operation$ is$ such$ that$ there$ is$ a$ risk$ that$ the$ project$ is$ simply$ never$
completed5.$$While$this$may$seem$dramatic$and$unfounded$it$is$not$without$reason$or$precedent.$$Many$of$the$solutions$
that$ have$ been$ employed$ during$ the$ development$ of$ our$ cities$ over$ the$ last$ 150$ years$ have$ worked$ to$ a$ large$ degree$
because$they$were$conceived$and$implemented$within$the$context$of$a$constantly$growing$economy.$$As$we$experienced$
during$the$Global$Financial$Crisis$in$2008,$when$growth$stalls,$so$to$do$the$best$laid$plans$for$development.$$Two$local$
examples,$ and$ there$ are$ many$ more,$ is$ the$ infamous$ ‘hole$ in$ the$ ground’$ in$ Ponsonby$ and$ the$ second$ runway$ at$
Auckland’s$ international$ airport.$ $ While$ the$ quarry$ at$ Three$ Kings$ is$ different$ to$ these$ examples$ in$ many$ respects6$ it$
shares$ in$ common$ with$ these$ examples$ an$ underlying$ assumption$ that$ the$ economy$ will$ continue$ to$ grow$ to$ support$
their$development$and$the$scale$of$the$development$means$that$it$equally$vulnerable$to$a$slowing$economy.$$
$
Notwithstanding$ my$ concerns$ about$ the$ sustainability$ of$ filling$ the$ quarry,$ I$ don’t$ believe$ that$ any$ form$ of$ substantial$
development,$including$housing,$should$occur$on$the$floor$of$the$quarry$unless$the$level$of$the$quarry$is$raised$to$align$
with$adjacent$land.$$In$particular:$
$
-

The$17m$level$differences$between$the$finished$ground$level$and$the$town$centre$does$not$provide$an$easy$and$
direct$ pedestrian$ connection$ to$ centre$ and$ will$ likely$ encourage$ car$ usage$ as$ the$ primary$ means$ for$ daily$
travel;$

-

The$reliance$on$mechanical$and$electrical$devices$to$pump$storm$water$and$to$move$people$in$a$outdoor$lift$
brings$with$it$risk$and$vulnerability$disturbances;$$

-

Shading$ from$ Te$ Tãtua$ a$ Riukiuta$ /$ Big$ King$ and$ cliff$ faces$ mean$ that$ ability$ to$ design$ dwellings$ for$ passive$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
5 My rough calculations suggest that the Quarry will need Approximately 2 million cubic meters of fill to reach the consented fill height. If the resource consent was realized to
its maximum potential and 375 six tonne tracks delivered fill every weekday it will take approximately 3.5 years to complete. I’m not sure of the current figures, but I imagine
that it is unlikely that the Quarry will fill at 100% efficiency and some delay should be expected. This timing coincides closely to best current estimates for likely economic
contraction outlined in references above. The following article is more recent exploration of this issue by renown author and Senior Fellow-in-Residence of Post Carbon
Institute - http://www.resilience.org/stories/2014-06-16/want-to-change-the-world-read-this-first
6. It is my understanding that the ‘hole in the ground’ in Ponsonby was a development proposal out of alignment with planning controls, contrary to community desires and
over investment in the first stages of development mean that ongoing costs stalled the project before it could get out of the ground. Construction of the second runway at the
airport stopped as a direct result of reduced passenger numbers which was itself a direct result of the GFC.
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solar$is$severally$constrained$across$large$areas$of$the$site;$
-

Significant$volumes$of$traffic$in$and$out$of$the$site$could$significant$undermine$the$potential$character$of$the$
site$and$traffic$management$in$the$local$area;$and$

-

As$ outlined$ in$ my$ previous$ submission,$ a$ community$ development$ strategy$ that$ emphasis$ community$
resilience$would$allocate$a$greater$proportion$of$land$to$ecological$integrity,$self$reliance$and$local$economic$
development7,$ which$ is$ not$ as$ dependant$ on$ the$ level$ being$ raised$ due$ to$ reduced$ demand$ and$ uses$ being$
more$closely$aligned$to$the$needs$of$the$local$community.$

$
In$response$to$the$above$concerns$I$propose$that$the$precautionary$principle8$is$applied$to$the$development$of$the$quarry$
site.$$In$this$case$the$precautionary$principle$or$precautionary$approach$is$applied$because$there$is$a$real$risk$of$economic$
contraction$prior$to$the$completion$of$the$restoration$process$that$is$without$consensus$and$that$precaution$in$policy$and$
action$should$be$taken$by$those$implementing$significant$change$to$the$Three$Kings$area.))
$
In$practice$this$could$be$achieved$by$linking$the$landuse$zoning$and$development$of$the$Quarry$to$the$level$of$restoration$
of$Te$Tãtua$a$Riukiuta$/$Big$King.$$The$greater$and$more$complete$the$restoration,$the$greater$the$development$outcome$
achieved.$$This$could$involve$a$staged$consenting$process$that$is$governed$by$a$series$of$phases$or$‘thresholds’$that$once$
reached$would$trigger$a$rezoning$of$the$underlying$land$use.$$This$would$require$that$the$Quarry$be$filled$in$a$way$that$
would$ allow$ the$ Quarry$ to$ be$ converted$ to$ a$ desirable$ land$ use$ outcome$ at$ the$ completion$ of$ any$ given$ phase.$ $ If$
everything$goes$according$to$the$business$as$usual$plan$of$ongoing$economic$growth$then$the$quarry$is$filled$to$at)least)
consent$levels$and$the$highest$development$potential$is$reached.$$If$business$as$usual$for$some$reason$does$not$continue$
to$ the$ completed$ restoration$ of$ Te$ Tãtua$ a$ Riukiuta$ /$ Big$ King$ then$ the$ land$ can$ be$ converted$ into$ a$ community$ asset$
with$minimal$additional$investment$of$resources,$energy$and$finances.$
$
By$way$of$example,$the$following$proposal$outlines$how$the$precautionary$principle$could$be$applied$to$the$Three$Kings$
area$through$three$phases9:$
$

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

7))My)previous)submission)proposed)the)following)land)use)allocation:)
-

Of)and)approximate)area)of)110ha,)40%)of)the)total)precinct)is)maintained)as)public)open)space)=)44)hectares)

-

Streets)and)Civic)Spaces)T)40%)of)open)space)network))/)16%)of)the)precinct)/)18)hectares)

-

Parks)and)Reserves)T)60%)of)open)space)network))/)22%)of)the)precinct)/)24)hectares)

-

Green)Infrastructure)T)6)hectares)integrated)into)Streets)and)Civic)Spaces)and)Parks)and)Reserves)

-

Food)Production)T)20%)of)precinct)T)11)hectares)integrated)into)Parks)and)Reserves)and)11)hectares)integrated)throughout)the)existing)and)proposed)
residential)land.))

-

The)Quarry)and)Town)Centre:)Retrofit)and)create)a)new)mixedTuse)center)of)3)T)4)story)buildings)with)a)small)number)of)selected)sites)up)to)6)stories)

8)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precautionary_principle

$

9)At)least)one)additional)phase)between)phases)2)and)3)should)be)considered.
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Phase(One(–(Do(Minimum$$
Minimum$restoration$achieved$$
-

Foothill(s))to)the)east)and)south)of)Te)Tãtua)a)Riukiuta)/)Big)King)are)(re)created.)(Finished)Ground)Level)(FGL))
of)Quarry)is)only)undertaken)as)part)of)this)process)and)would)be)lifted)to)around)50FGL))

-

East)west)/)north)south)connections)are)created)across)the)site))

-

Direct)pedestrian)and)cycle)access)to)site)from)Kings)Way)

-

The)bottom)of)the)quarry)and)foothills)are)‘restored’)as)a)wetland)and)wildlife)reserve)accessible)to)public)via)a)
network)of)pedestrian)and)cycle)paths))

-

Area(s))of)land)are)developed)for)community)food)production))

-

Other)opportunities)include))
o

Gardens)/)botanical)gardens,)for)example)Eden)Gardens)

o

Resource)Recovery)Centre)

$
Development$Outcome$Achieved$
-

Retrofit)and)development)of)existing)industrial)land)for)residential)and)/)or)resource)recovery)centre)

$
Timing$
(
(

A)nominal)timing)of)3)years)is)suggested)as)a)realistic)time)frame)for)completion)of)this)phase.)
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Phase(Two(–(Community(Sport(Facilities$
Minimum$Restoration$Achieved$$
-

Foothill(s))to)the)east)and)south)of)Te)Tãtua)a)Riukiuta)/)Big)King)are)further)restored)and)the)Finished)Ground)
Level)is)lifted)to)60FGL)meaning)the)floor)of)the)quarry)sits)above)the)water)table)

-

East)west)/)north)south)connections)across)site)are)made)more)frequent)and)accessible)with)improved)gradients)
and))

-

Direct)vehicle)access)to)site)from)a)signalized)crossing)at)Kings)Way)

-

Active)sports)facilities)are)created)at)the)base)of)the)Quarry)

-

The)foothills)wildlife)reserve)accessible)to)public)via)a)network)of)pedestrian)and)cycle)paths)

-

Area(s))of)land)are)developed)for)community)food)production))

$
Development$Outcome$Achieved$
-

In) addition) to) the) above) phase) development) along) Mount) Eden) Road) and) down) to) the) level) of) the) newly)
established)sports)fields)

$
Timing$
$
$

A)nominal)timing)of)5)years)is)suggested)as)a)realistic)time)frame)for)completion)of)this)phase.)
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Phase(Three$
Minimum$Restoration$Achieved$$
-

Quarry)is)filled)to)at)least)consent)conditions)

-

East)west)/)north)south)connections)are)created)across)the)site)with)direct)access)to)site)from)Kings)Way)

-

More)direct)connections)are)created)along)the)southern)edge)of)the)Quarry)

-

The)foothills)wildlife)reserve)accessible)to)public)via)a)network)of)pedestrian)and)cycle)paths.)

-

Active)sports)facilities)are)created)at)the)base)of)the)Quarry)

-

The)foothills)wildlife)reserve)accessible)to)public)via)a)network)of)pedestrian)and)cycle)paths)

-

An)area(s))are)developed)for)community)food)production)

$
Development$Outcome$Achieved$
-

The)carpark)along)southern)edge)of)quarry)off)of)Graeme)Bread)Drive)is)developed)as)a)mixed)use)zone)and)
extension)of)the)town)centre)–)potentially)through)land)swap)arrangement.))

$
Timing$
$
$

A)nominal)timing)of)10)years)is)suggested)as)a)realistic)time)frame)for)completion)of)this)phase.)
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$
$
Finally,$ as$ with$ my$ previous$ submission,$ should$ it$ be$ appropriate$ and$ /or$ the$ opportunity$ arises,$ I$ would$ like$ the$
opportunity$ to$ discuss$ and/or$ present$ my$ submission$ with$ the$ Puketepapa$ Local$ Board$ and$ other$ significant$
stakeholders.$
(
Appendix(1_(6(Principles(for(Three(Kings$$
)
1.

A) Walkable) Community) T) create) a) network) of) walkable) communities) that) each) provide) for) the) dayTtoTday)
needs)of)their)inhabitants.))A)diverse)live,)work,)play,)learn)environments)where)all)of)the)daily)needs)of)the)
community) are) meet) by) either) walking) and/or) cycling.) ) Creative) Infill,) Car) park) Numbers) (set) maximum)
rather)than)minimum)numbers)for)car)parking)for)all)land)uses)))
)

2.

An)Inclusive)Community)T)A)walkable)community)requires)a)wide)range)of)uses)within)either)walking)and/or)
cycling) distance) from) one) another) T) the) following) list) of) activities,) which) is) organized) loosely) under) the)
headings) Live,) Work,) Play) and) Learn,) provides) a) short) guide) to) an) ideal) mix) of) uses) within) an) “ideal)
neighbourhood”10.)

)
3.

A) Regenerative) Community) T) a) green) infrastructure) network) is) integrated) throughout) parks,) open) spaces,)
streets)and)road)reserves)to)support)and)maintain)our)ecosystem)services.)

)
4.

A)Waste)Free)Community)T)Three)Kings)Precinct)take)the)lead)and)target)becoming)waste)free)(sending)zero)
waste) to) landfill)) by) 2030) and) adopt) policy) to) enable) industry) to) support) a) cyclic) flow) of) materials.11)
Neighbourhood)Resource)Center)Establish)a)neighbourhood)resource)center(s))that)support)activities)such)as)
recycling)of)building)materials,)composting)organic)wastes)and)enabling)small)local)businesses)based)on)‘up)
cycling’)of)materials)and)products.))

)
5.

A) Resilient) Community) T) create) smaller) scale) decentralized) infrastructure) specifically) for) the) three) Kings)
Precinct.) ) Decentralised) systems) have) several) advantages) over) centralised) systems:12) we) have) the)
opportunity) to) reTimagine) Three) Kings) as) a) single,) or) a) network) of) interconnected,) ‘eco) districts’13.) a)
neighbourhood)or)collection)of)buildings)that)share)infrastructure)such)as)heat)generation)and)ventilation,)
renewable)energy)generation)and)harvesting)and)recycling)of)rainwater)and)waste.)

)
6.

An)Aspirational)Community)T)“Visions)become)responsible)through)all)sort)of)processes.)The)best)one)I)know)
is)sharing)it)with)other)people)who)bring)in)their)knowledge,)their)points)of)view,)and)their)visions.)The)more)
a)vision)is)shared,)the)more)responsible)it)gets,)and)also)the)more)ethical”)T)Donella)Meadows14)
)

Community)Design)Committee))
People)with)a)longTterm)investment)in)the)community)should)have)a)say)on)larger)developments)within)their)niegbourhood)
such) as) the) quarry) and) the) supermarket.) ) To) achieve) this) I) recommend) that) a) ‘neighoubourhood) design) committee’) (the)
committee)) is) established) to) be) made) part) of) the) planning) process.) ) In) principle) the) committee) would) be) elected) by) the)
community) and) allowed) to) contribute) to) the) design) and) performance) of) large) projects,) through,) for) example) the) Urban)

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

10)This)list)has)been)and)adapted)and)modified)from)Victor)Dover)and)Jason)King),)2008.)
11)This)is)often)described)as)CradleTtoTcradle)resource)management.))The)primary)concept)is)centered)on)organizing)materials)into)the)two)discrete)metabolisms)or)
nutrient)flows)of)a)community)T)biological)and)technological)nutrients.))“The)first)is)the)biological)metabolism,)or)the)biosphere)T)The)cycles)of)nature.)The)second)is)the)
technical)metabolism,)or)the)technosphere)T)The)cycles)of)industry,)including)the)harvesting)of)technical)materials)from)natural)places.)With)the)right)design,)all)of)the)
products)and)materials)manufactured)by)industry)will)safely)feed)these)two)metabolisms,)providing)nourishment)for)something)new”)T)Michael)Braungart)and)William)
McDonough.)Cradle)to)Cradle:)reTmaking)the)way)we)make)things,)2002.)
12)Jason)F)Mclennan,)Flushing)Outdated)Thinking:)Transforming)Our)Relationship)With)Water)and)Waste.)In)T)Trim)Tab,)Fall)2009.)
13)Johanna)Brikman)T)Ecodistricts:)An)Opportunity)for)a)More)Comprehensive)Approach)to)Sustainable)Design.)In)T)Trim)Tab,)Winter)2009/2010.)
14)For)an)excellent)article)on)the)power)of)a)positive)vision)see)–)Envisioning)a)Sustainable)World)by)Donella)Meadows.
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Design)Panel)review)process.))It)should)also)be)involved)in)resource)consent)approvals.))This)is)not)to)say)they)would)have)veto)
power)over)the)process,)and)would)only)operate)within)the)bounds)of)those)delegated)to)the)council.))It)would)ensure)that)the)
communities)have)a)voice)in)the)design)of)significant)developments.)
)
Finally,)to)promote)and)give)incentive)to)developments)that)make)a)net)positive)impact)on)the)community,)developers)willing)
to)take)up)the)challenge)should)be)rewarded)for)their)efforts.)))
)
Incentivise)Good)Behaviour)and)Reward)Ambitious)Projects)
Planning) rulebooks) like) the) Unitary) Plan) are) typically) conservative) T) being) formulated) around) worstTcase) scenarios,) they)
enforce) minimum) standards) rules) that) by) their) nature) are) intended) to) restrict) and) in) some) cases) punish) bad) behavior.) ) I)
recommend) that) incentives) be) created) to) reward) good) behaviour) and) ambitious) projects.) ) For) example,) fast) tracked)
consenting)and)special)priority)could)be)granted)to)those)developments)seeking)to)achieve)performance)standards)such)as)
the)Living)Building)Challenge)or)the)Sustainable)Sites)Initiative.)

(
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View to Maunga
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PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE

PRIVATE PLAN CHANGE 372

(OPTION 15H-1)

Submission No 170
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

cclark@xtra.co.nz
District Plans Central
cclark@xtra.co.nz
District Plan online submission
Monday, 10 November 2014 5:03:43 p.m.
REASONS FOR OUR OBJECTIONS TO PRIVATE PLAN CHANGE 372.docx

Thank you for your submission.
Once submissions close, a summary of submission will be prepared. At a later date,
Auckland Council will hold hearings to consider all submissions.
If you selected to be heard at a hearing then we will be in touch when hearings are
scheduled.
If you have any questions, please contact us on 09 301 0101.

Contact details
Full name: Kenneth Frank Whyte & Colette Clark
Organisation:
Agent:
Phone (daytime): 021 272 6843
Phone (evening): 09 624 6365
Mobile: 021 272 6843
Email address: cclark@xtra.co.nz
Postal address: 226 St Andrews Road, Three Kings , Auckland
Post code: 1023
Date of submission: 10-Nov-2014

Submission details
This is a submission on the following plan change/modification (state plan
change/modification name and number):
372
Please select the district plan your submission relates to:
Auckland Isthmus
The specific provision of the plan change/modification that my submission relates to:
Numerous features including density, layout, amenity, blocking of sightlines, traffic and
infrastructure impacts.
I/We:
Generally oppose, but seek amendments as an alternative
The reason for my/our views is:
See attached document
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I/We seek the following decision from the council:
If the plan change/modification is not declined, then amend it as outlined below
Proposed amendments:
see attached document
I/We wish to be heard at the council planning hearing:
Yes
I/We would be prepared to present a joint case at the hearing with any others making a
similar submission:
Yes
Attach a supporting document:
REASONS FOR OUR OBJECTIONS TO PRIVATE PLAN CHANGE 372.docx
I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including
personal details, names and addresses) will be made public:
Accept
If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of
Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act:
I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
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REASONS FOR OUR OBJECTIONS TO PRIVATE PLAN CHANGE 372

1. Firstly the DOCUMENT submitted by the developer is very limited in detail regarding the
exact specifications of the development and the maps are rudimentary and both make it
difficult to critique specific parts of the “plan” and also will give the developer considerable
leeway to make broad changes to the layout of the site eg width of public open spaces could
be varied. The developer must be required to develop much more detailed and finalised
proposals to which they can then be held accountable. The should only proceed with this
application for a change to the District Plan when they can offer sufficient detailed plans to
allow adequate analysis by all concerned to ensure a high quality development that can be
supported by both the community and the local infrastructure. The current application is not
fit for purpose.
2. The total number of dwellings is excessive and will have unacceptable impacts on the
surrounding communities and other citizens who pass through this area. The total number
should be strictly limited and should be under 900 leading to a community of 2000+
residents (the exact number will be dependent on the mix of housing which again is the sort
of detail that is lacking in the developer’s submission). Even assuming a very conservative
figure of one car per household this would lead to a very significant increase in traffic in the
area and significant number of vehicles leaving the development during the rush hour.
3. The density is a major concern on a number of fronts –the impact of this number of people
on the local infrastructure particularly traffic and schools. The “independent” traffic analysis
the developer has submitted states that impact on flows in Mt Eden Road and Mt Albert
Road will be “acceptable”. The use of subjective terms is inappropriate and the impact
requires objective data – eg How much longer will it take to travel from Hillsborough to Mt
Eden village along Mt Eden Road in the rush hour if this development goes ahead? Modelling
should also take account of other residential developments in the district that will also alter
current traffic flows. Mt Eden Road is already heavily congested at rush hour and appears to
have little or no additional capacity. Such modelling should also be based on “worst case
scenario” ie assumptions should be that residents in this site will use their cars to commute
at current levels of car usage in the district. Assumptions that public transport
improvements will siphon off large numbers of commuters are speculative and there are no
major public transport plans for this area eg light railway etc.
4. The developer speculates in his commissioned traffic report that if the town centre is
developed it will lead to less traffic in the area but it is equally likely it would attract further
traffic from surrounding residential areas.
5. The plans zone certain parts of the site for residential housing at 8b but if the developer puts
the proposed 1500 dwellings on only part of this area and such zoned land (8b) is left over
then there will be pressure to develop that land and the number of dwellings increased with
a further concomitant increased load on the infrastructure of the distric. The plan has to
deatial specified density in each sub-segment so that to achieve the agreed number of
dwellings all of the zoned land is used – this will be in the interests of the tenants/owners of
the future dwellings as well as in the interests of the community.
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6. Traffic lights on Mt Eden Rd at Graham Breed Drive will have a very significant impact on
traffic flows as these lights will be very close the Mt Eden Rd/Mt Albert intersection leading
to a major risk of traffic backing over the Mt Eden/Mt Albert junction at rush hours slowing
down both roads. This development should not use Graham Breed Drive to be an exit from
the developer’s site.
7. The developer plans to have four storey apartments along Mount Eden Road and they will
stretch the length of the road with only one major gap. These will 16m (4 x 4metres) and will
have negative impact visually and look out of character with the area especially the low level
housing on the opposite side of the road. These blocks of apartments need to be varied in
height and limited to a maximum height of 3 storeys, maximum length of 25 metres with
sufficient gaps between each building to break up the impact, a minimum of 10 metres. In
addition they should be staggered and not in a single line. This should help to reduce their
impact and decrease the domination of the surrounding area and will give the dwellings on
the opposite side of the road both less shade by these buildings by letting light between the
blocks and decreased height of the blocks. The alternative is that this end of Mt Eden Rd will
become similar to parts of the city centre.
8. Sightlines of Te Tatua a Riukiuta and other major features will be obscured from many
positions in the vicinity if the maximum height and number of breaks in the buildings are not
limited. Figure f08 84© [Page 17] shows a sightline 5 behind an area being rezoned to
Business 2 yet across the proposed street the land is Residential and if the sightline for point
5 is correct those buildings across the road appear to block the view of Te Tatua a Riukiuta in
which case these buildings will block the view from the current Fickling centre, Graham
Breed Drive etc. Similarly Sightline 3 will allow a narrow restricted view of Te Tatua a
Riukiuta from a brief part of Graham Breed Rd and by implication from this map the sightline
from the traffic lights at the Mt Eden/Mt Albert intersection all the way down Mt Eden Rd
and from the school and school playfields will be blocked by the development. In addition
the vast majority of houses along the opposite side of Mt Eden Road will have no view of Te
Tatua a Riukiuta. This development as proposed will have an unacceptable visual impact on
other citizens properties and other citizens who are in the vicinity whether travelling,
working or for leisure purposes. The developer has to very significantly alter the plans to
minimize the impact on their “neighbours” no matter the impact on the developer’s profits
and to ensure this development’s impact is not totally negative.
9. The developer’s decision not to fill the quarry completely is clearly being done to maximise
their profits by allowing cascading apartments – the plans make it difficult to determine the
extent of shade that the positon of the site ie to the east of Te Tatua a Riukiuta and the
depth of the proposed development will have especially in winter. However it appears likely
that particularly at the northern end of the site the dwellings will lose sun very early and that
is not detailed. It is the council’s responsibility to ensure adequate exposure otherwise there
are issues with damp, mould etc. The developer should be forced to move the large open
space to the Northern end of the quarry in the shade of Te Tatua a Riukiuta and move the
housing to the Southern end nearer the town centre and to bus routes on both Mt Albert
and Mt Eden Road.
10. The housing within the quarry floor is very concentrated and has virtually no open space
within this proposal. The developer should be made to run strips of open space into this very
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dense zone of housing or to build each segment of housing (area surrounded by roads) with
a central open space in the middle – this will reduce density but increase the amenity for the
residents and lead to a significant improvement in the quality of the suburb which results
from this development.
11. A 15 m depth effectively means a cliff between apartment blocks and this will limit ability of
residents and local residents which to cross the site to get to Te Tatua a Riukiuta and its
domain – filling the quarry to varying heights along the cliff edge would break up the cliff
and make it less like living in a hole and improve access as well as aesthetics.

12. The developer has an “independent” report on stormwater & drainage issues which claims
to have ensured the current plan allows no flood risk with a 1:100 year event – as the extent
of ground area covered by non-porous is not detailed accurately, the material used to fill the
quarry and its absorptive capacity and maximum flow are not known and with the proposed
number/density of dwellings the flood risk issue has not been adequately addressed by the
developer. The developer needs to do much more detailed planning of the layout including
these sort of details to allow both the applicant’s and the council’s water engineers to be
able to make a robust and credible judgement of the flood risks.
13. The developer has asked for each storey to be 4 metres high – this would result in a very
high stud in each building and for the proposed types of housing the majority do not need
this height. The height of a storey for the development should be set at 3 metres with a
caveat that an increase to that limit may apply for high end housing or a penthouse. This
would also decrease the visual impact of the development along Mt Eden Road.
14. Current tenants whose houses In Smallfield Avenue that back onto the site at the southern
end will be overlooked by housing but at this stage the developer has not specified the type
or height of this housing. Similarly at the southern end of this avenue some properties will
find themselves backing onto land that was council land that has been taken by the
developer and rezoned as Business. There is no notification of the type of business use and
the resultant type and size of premises that will be built immediately behind these
unfortunate owners properties.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

cclark@xtra.co.nz
District Plans Central
cclark@xtra.co.nz
District Plan online submission
Monday, 10 November 2014 5:09:21 p.m.
REASONS FOR OUR OBJECTIONS TO PRIVATE PLAN CHANGE 373.docx

Thank you for your submission.
Once submissions close, a summary of submission will be prepared. At a later date,
Auckland Council will hold hearings to consider all submissions.
If you selected to be heard at a hearing then we will be in touch when hearings are
scheduled.
If you have any questions, please contact us on 09 301 0101.

Contact details
Full name: Kenneth Frank Whyte & Colette Clark
Organisation:
Agent:
Phone (daytime): 021 272 6843
Phone (evening): 09 624 6365
Mobile: 021 272 6843
Email address: cclark@xtra.co.nz
Postal address: 226 St Andrews Road, Three Kings, Auckland
Post code: 1023
Date of submission: 10-Nov-2014

Submission details
This is a submission on the following plan change/modification (state plan
change/modification name and number):
373
Please select the district plan your submission relates to:
Auckland Isthmus
The specific provision of the plan change/modification that my submission relates to:
Numerous facets of this poorly detailed proposal are detrimental to the wider
community and to the eventual occupiers of any housing situated in the development if
it goes ahead as currently outlined. The density and the impact on local amenities and
infrastructure have not been adequately explored or considered
I/We:
Generally oppose, but seek amendments as an alternative
The reason for my/our views is:
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See Attached document
I/We seek the following decision from the council:
Decline the plan change/modification
Proposed amendments:
See attached document
I/We wish to be heard at the council planning hearing:
Yes
I/We would be prepared to present a joint case at the hearing with any others making a
similar submission:
Yes
Attach a supporting document:
REASONS FOR OUR OBJECTIONS TO PRIVATE PLAN CHANGE 373.docx
I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including
personal details, names and addresses) will be made public:
Accept
If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of
Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act:
I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
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REASONS FOR OUR OBJECTIONS TO PRIVATE PLAN CHANGE 373

1. Firstly the DOCUMENT submitted by the developer is very limited in detail regarding the
exact specifications of the development and the maps are rudimentary and both make it
difficult to critique specific parts of the “plan” and also will give the developer considerable
leeway to make broad changes to the layout of the site eg width of public open spaces could
be varied. The developer must be required to develop much more detailed and finalised
proposals to which they can then be held accountable. The should only proceed with this
application for a change to the District Plan when they can offer sufficient detailed plans to
allow adequate analysis by all concerned to ensure a high quality development that can be
supported by both the community and the local infrastructure. The current application is not
fit for purpose.
2. The total number of dwellings is excessive and will have unacceptable impacts on the
surrounding communities and other citizens who pass through this area. The total number
should be strictly limited and should be under 900 leading to a community of 2000+
residents (the exact number will be dependent on the mix of housing which again is the sort
of detail that is lacking in the developer’s submission). Even assuming a very conservative
figure of one car per household this would lead to a very significant increase in traffic in the
area and significant number of vehicles leaving the development during the rush hour.
3. The density is a major concern on a number of fronts –the impact of this number of people
on the local infrastructure particularly traffic and schools. The “independent” traffic analysis
the developer has submitted states that impact on flows in Mt Eden Road and Mt Albert
Road will be “acceptable”. The use of subjective terms is inappropriate and the impact
requires objective data – eg How much longer will it take to travel from Hillsborough to Mt
Eden village along Mt Eden Road in the rush hour if this development goes ahead? Modelling
should also take account of other residential developments in the district that will also alter
current traffic flows. Mt Eden Road is already heavily congested at rush hour and appears to
have little or no additional capacity. Such modelling should also be based on “worst case
scenario” ie assumptions should be that residents in this site will use their cars to commute
at current levels of car usage in the district. Assumptions that public transport
improvements will siphon off large numbers of commuters are speculative and there are no
major public transport plans for this area eg light railway etc. The plan seems to include
putting a road out of the development on the Eastern side to run over public land to join
Graham Breed Drive (this is only made clear on the Stormwater Management concept plan
(Page 27).
4. Traffic lights on Mt Eden Rd at Graham Breed Drive will have a very significant impact on
traffic flows as these lights will be very close the Mt Eden Rd/Mt Albert intersection leading
to a major risk of traffic backing over the Mt Eden/Mt Albert junction at rush hours slowing
down both roads. This development should not use Graham Breed Drive to be an exit from
the developer’s site.
5. The developer speculates in his commissioned traffic report that if the town centre is
developed it will lead to less traffic in the area but it is equally likely it would attract further
traffic from surrounding residential areas.
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6. The plans zone certain parts of the site for residential housing at 8b but if the developer puts
the proposed 1500 dwellings on only part of this area and such zoned land (8b) is left over
then there will be pressure to develop that land and the number of dwellings increased with
a further concomitant increased load on the infrastructure of the distric. The plan has to
deatial specified density in each sub-segment so that to achieve the agreed number of
dwellings all of the zoned land is used – this will be in the interests of the tenants/owners of
the future dwellings as well as in the interests of the community.
7. The developer plans to have four storey apartments along Mount Eden Road and they will
stretch the length of the road with only one major gap. These will 16m (4 x 4metres) and will
have negative impact visually and look out of character with the area especially the low level
housing on the opposite side of the road. These blocks of apartments need to be varied in
height and limited to a maximum height of 3 storeys, maximum length of 25 metres with
sufficient gaps between each building to break up the impact, a minimum of 10 metres. In
addition they should be staggered and not in a single line. This should help to reduce their
impact and decrease the domination of the surrounding area and will give the dwellings on
the opposite side of the road both less shade by these buildings by letting light between the
blocks and decreased height of the blocks. The alternative is that this end of Mt Eden Rd will
become similar to parts of the city centre.
8. Sightlines of Te Tatua a Riukiuta and other major features will be obscured from many
positions in the vicinity if the maximum height and number of breaks in the buildings are not
limited. Figure f08 85© [Page 17] shows only two sightline 5 from Mt Eden Road for
passerby and residents across the road. IT is unclear if there will be views of Te Tatua a
Riukiuta from the current Fickling centre, Graham Breed Drive etc. and by implication from
this map the sightline from the traffic lights at the Mt Eden/Mt Albert intersection all the
way down Mt Eden Rd and from the school and school playfields will be blocked by the
development. In addition the vast majority of houses along the opposite side of Mt Eden
Road will have no view of Te Tatua a Riukiuta. This development as proposed will have an
unacceptable visual impact on other citizens properties and other citizens who are in the
vicinity whether travelling, working or for leisure purposes. The developer has to very
significantly alter the plans to minimize the impact on their “neighbours” no matter the
impact on the developer’s profits and to ensure this development’s impact is not totally
negative.
9. The developer’s decision not to fill the quarry completely is clearly being done to maximise
their profits by allowing cascading apartments – the plans make it difficult to determine the
extent of shade that the positon of the site ie to the east of Te Tatua a Riukiuta and the
depth of the proposed development will have especially in winter. However it appears likely
that particularly at the northern end of the site the dwellings will lose sun very early and that
is not detailed. It is the council’s responsibility to ensure adequate exposure otherwise there
are issues with damp, mould etc. The developer should be forced to move the large open
space to the Northern end of the quarry in the shade of Te Tatua a Riukiuta and move the
housing to the Southern end nearer the town centre and to bus routes on both Mt Albert
and Mt Eden Road.
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10. The housing within the quarry floor is very concentrated and has virtually no open space
within this proposal. The developer should be made to run strips of open space into this very
dense zone of housing or to build each segment of housing (area surrounded by roads) with
a central open space in the middle – this will reduce density but increase the amenity for the
residents and lead to a significant improvement in the quality of the suburb which results
from this development.
11. A 15 m depth effectively means a cliff between apartment blocks and this will limit ability of
residents and local residents which to cross the site to get to Te Tatua a Riukiuta and its
domain – filling the quarry to varying heights along the cliff edge would break up the cliff
and make it less like living in a hole and improve access as well as aesthetics.
12. The developer has an “independent” report on stormwater & drainage issues which claims
to have ensured the current plan allows no flood risk with a 1:100 year event – as the extent
of ground area covered by non-porous is not detailed accurately, the material used to fill the
quarry and its absorptive capacity and maximum flow are not known and with the proposed
number/density of dwellings the flood risk issue has not been adequately addressed by the
developer. The developer needs to do much more detailed planning of the layout including
these sort of details to allow both the applicant’s and the council’s water engineers to be
able to make a robust and credible judgement of the flood risks.
13. The developer has asked for each storey to be 4 metres high – this would result in a very
high stud in each building and for the proposed types of housing the majority do not need
this height. The height of a storey for the development should be set at 3 metres with a
caveat that an increase to that limit may apply for high end housing or a penthouse. This
would also decrease the visual impact of the development along Mt Eden Road.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

graeme@brownday.co.nz
District Plans Central
graeme@brownday.co.nz
District Plan online submission
Sunday, 9 November 2014 3:11:11 p.m.
PA372 Submission - Graeme Wrack.pdf

Thank you for your submission.
Once submissions close, a summary of submission will be prepared. At a later date,
Auckland Council will hold hearings to consider all submissions.
If you selected to be heard at a hearing then we will be in touch when hearings are
scheduled.
If you have any questions, please contact us on 09 301 0101.

Contact details
Full name: Graeme Wrack
Organisation:
Agent:
Phone (daytime): 021 638869
Phone (evening): 021 638869
Mobile: 021 638869
Email address: graeme@brownday.co.nz
Postal address: PO Box 8577, Symonds St
Post code: 1150
Date of submission: 9-Nov-2014

Submission details
This is a submission on the following plan change/modification (state plan
change/modification name and number):
PA372
Please select the district plan your submission relates to:
Auckland Isthmus
The specific provision of the plan change/modification that my submission relates to:
Please refer to attached submission.
I/We:
Oppose
The reason for my/our views is:
Please refer to attached submission.
I/We seek the following decision from the council:
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Decline the plan change/modification
Proposed amendments:
Please refer to attached submission.
I/We wish to be heard at the council planning hearing:
Yes
I/We would be prepared to present a joint case at the hearing with any others making a
similar submission:
Yes
Attach a supporting document:
PA372 Submission - Graeme Wrack.pdf
I accept by taking part in this public submission process that my submission (including
personal details, names and addresses) will be made public:
Accept
If you are a person who could gain an advantage in trade competition through the
submission, your right to make a submission may be limited by clause 6 (4) of part 1 of
Schedule 1 of the Resource Management Act:
I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission
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Submission on Proposed Plan Change 372 to the Auckland Council District Plan (Operative
Auckland City Isthmus Section 1999)

TO:

Auckland Council

FROM:

Graeme Wrack
18a Dally Terrace,
Three Kings
Auckland 1041

Name of submitter: GRAME WRACK

1.

This is a submission on the Proposed Plan Change 372 (PA372) to the Operative Plan of the
Auckland City Council (now Auckland Council).

2.

I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission.

3.

The specific provisions of the PPC372 that this submission relates to are set out in Appendix
1.

4.

My submission is set out in Appendix 1 and the accompanying Attachments.

5.

I consider that unless the relief sought in this submission is granted, then PPC372 and in
particular the specific provisions challenged:
5.1

Will not promote the sustainable management of resources;

5.2

Will be inconsistent with the resource management principles addressed in Part 2 of
the Resource Management Act 1991 (“RMA”);

5.3

Will variously be inappropriate, unnecessary and contrary to sound resource
management practice;

5.4

Will enable the generation of significant adverse effects on the environment that
warrant being addressed through PA372 or by other actions initiated by Auckland
Council.

5.5

Will not have sufficient and effective regard or give effect to the structure plan
provisions of the operative regional policy statement, which at this time have the
most weight.
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5.6

Will not have sufficient and effective regard to the need for protection of the
volcanic cone as specified in Part 5C.4.1 of the Operative Plan: PA372 should also
reference the Reserves and Other Lands Disposal and Public Bodies Empowering Act
1915, in that the proposed changes do not have sufficient and effective regard to the
imperative of that Act

6.

I also incorporate into this submission the more specific reasons articulated in Appendix 1.

7.

I seek the decisions from the Auckland Council set out in Appendix 1 or similar and
consequential relief.

8.

I wish to be heard in support of its submission.

9.

If others make a similar submission, I will consider presenting a joint case with them at a
hearing.

Graeme Wrack

DATED 9 November 2014
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Appendix 1

1. Background
1.1

I am a Resident of Three Kings (for 15 years). My children attend Three Kings Primary
School. I am a Registered Architect with more than 25 years’ experience in
residential projects, (and in projects similar to what is being considered here).

1.2

I have participated in the Three Kings Precinct process (instigated by the Puketapapa
Local Board).

1.3

I have lodged a submission for the Proposed Auckland Unitary Pan concerning the
proposed development.

2. General
2.1

The proposed development set out in Private Plan Change 372 is a poor Urban
Design solution and community outcome and is contradictory to sound Resource
Management planning. For more than 80 years the site has been an open cast
quarry - for the commercial gain of the owner at the expense of the environment
and the local community. The quarry is a barrier that divides the community, the
Shopping Centre, and the parks that surrounds it.

2.2

The development of the quarry is a unique opportunity to create a vibrant urban
development that transforms and enhances the Three Kings area.
The
redevelopment of this area should create an attractive urban network that links all
of the surrounding areas and provide key accessible walking and cycling routes
through the site. If Auckland is to become the ‘World’s Most Livable City’ – then all
developments of this scale need to be designed and constructed to the highest
possible standards.

2.3

The proposed development PA373 effectively creates a ‘Gated Community’ through
the Developers chosen use of land contours. This is at the expense of meaningful
community linkages and access. The 15-18m high cliffs are a physical barrier to
access through the site and the proposed roading and pedestrian networks does not
integrate well with the surrounding neighbourhood and street network. The
proposal is not in keeping with the Three Kings Plan and with best practise Urban
Design principles.

2.4

The proposed development PA372 has been designed in isolation without
Consultation or design input from Key Stakeholders and the Community.
3
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3. Matters that I am concerned about and that I consider relevant to Proposed Private Plan
Change 372:
3.1 Clarity of Information: The information and Concept Plan (Map 01) is confusing and
difficult to understand to all but the most experienced professionals. The proposed
Residential 8b changes require submitters to study both the proposed and current rules
(and Activity Tables) and interpret the full meaning of the submission. This is beyond
everyone but an experienced Town Planner. I request that the submission is made so
that can be clearly understood by all submitters.
3.2 Inaccurate Information: Some of the information provided in the PA372 submission and
in the Public Open Day Presentations is inaccurate and misleading. (In particular I refer
to the Sun Study analysis and Appendix II of the Masterplan document. There are many
examples of misleading information in the supporting documents).
3.3 Masterplanning: Development and renewal of the land in the Three Kings Precinct
requires a coordinated and comprehensive planning approach in which the area is
planned as a coherent whole. This is best achieved by a Precinct-wide planning
approach coupled with the development of a set of principles based on the current
contents of the (now finalised) Three Kings Plan. Individual proposals by individual
landowners should then be based on Structure Plans based on a set of overarching
principles developed by Council and specified in a future Three Kings Precinct Plan.
3.4 Fill Rates: Given these considerations, PPC372 is premature in the absence of any such
guiding principles. The current depth of the excavation, the current slow fill rate, and
the specific contour requirements of the current fill consent introduce further
complications.
3.5 Contours: PPC372 proposes a preemptive approach without consideration of boundary
effects, the need for integrated planning, and the clear need of the community for
appropriate and better access to reserve land. The proposal essentially ignores all such
effects and fails to follow sound Resource Management Practice as specified in the
Resource Management Act 1991.
3.6 Land Exchanges: PPC372 also proposes the exchange of reserve land currently zoned
Open Space 3 and 4 to a mix of Business 2, Residential 8b and Open Space 2. The
exchange proposed would result in premium north and north-east facing rehabilitated
public land being exchanged for an area of both lower value and much reduced contour.
This land and the remainder of the applicant’s site is envisaged as being developed in an
inappropriate manner to a level that is 15 to 18 metres below road level.
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3.7 Open Space Network: Plan Change PA372 has a nett decrease in use-able public
recreational space (excluding road reserves, inaccessible slopes, and stormwater
reserves. This is a poor Urban Design and community outcome. I request that the
Concept Plan is revised to enable a significant increase in the Open Space Network.
3.8 Sports Fields: It is widely acknowledged that there is a substantial requirement and
demand for informal open space in the Puketapapa and Eden-Albert Local Board areas,
and in the Three Kings Precinct current reserve land is disjointed and difficult to access.
Playing fields, in contrast, are already adequately provided for, or would much better be
sited elsewhere.
3.9 View Shafts: The view shafts proposed in the application are inadequate and do not
protect views from Public spaces. In particular the view shafts from the Mt Eden Road
site are within the development site and do not protect the public views from the street.
The Town Centre View Shafts are also inadequate. Attached is a preliminary assessment
of the proposed View Shafts (Attachment 1). I propose that the View Shafts are defined
during an overall Masterplanning process (and not by a single property owner).
3.10 Cultural Network: Plan Change PA372 does not respect or restore Te Tatua a Riukiuti
(Big King), except for the re-planting of existing non-buildable land. No attempt has
been made to restore the slope of the Maunga or to create any meaningful or quality
connections to the existing park. There is also no meaningful attempt to recognise the
original 4 cones which have now been quarried away. (Refer to attachment 3). The
proposed contours, (existing quarried cliff sides and then a level platform), give no
opportunity for integration with the remaining cone, or recognition of the historical
geology. I request that the concept plan be modified to recognise the historic volcanic
landscape. I request that an open dialogue with the Maunga Authority be undertaken –
to create quality linkages to Te Tatua a Riukiuti.
3.11 Historic Buildings: The proposal does not recognise the historic Pump House
building on the corner of Grahame Breed Drive and Mt Eden Rd. I request that this
historic building be protected and integrated sympathetically into the development.
3.12 Boundary Adjustments: If boundary adjustments or land exchanges are to be
contemplated for public land, Council should investigate the impacts comprehensively
and approach all adjacent land owners (and the public), not just make commitments
based on negotiation with one particular applicant. Restoration and redevelopment of
the quarry land also will require better integration with the current Town Centre (as
specified in the recently finalised Three Kings Plan). If boundary adjustments are to be
contemplated, the current owner of the future ‘Town Centre’ (Antipodean Properties)
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should also be invited to discuss boundary adjustment issues, as should both the
community at large, the Local Board and Housing New Zealand.
3.13 Urban Design Layout: The proposal PA372 is a poor Urban Design solution and
contrary to good practice. The possible design layouts for the site have not been
adequately explored – and all of the working examples shown in the supplementary
information use the same contours and the same access routes. The proposed road
network does not complement the existing street patterns and alignments (and is
merely a re-use of the existing quarry access road). I request that a full independent
analysis of the road network is carried out as part of an overall Masterplan for the Three
Kings Precinct. The proposal PA372 does not form strong pedestrian and cycle links
thorough the site. I propose that strong accessible North-South (Duke St shops to
Shopping Centre), East-West (Kingsway to Smallfield Avenue), and West-South
(Smallfield Ave – Shopping Centre) Accessible walking / cycling trails (that are
independent of the roading network) form part of the site Masterplan. I also request
that an analysis be undertaken on the Northwest corner of the site (at Kennard’s
Storage) – to ensure that an Accessible Route can be formed through this area – to
enable the creation of a North-South Accessible route. (NB: The current route through
the reserve is not an accessible route with gradients of 1 to 4). I request that the
proposal comply with the Greenways network adopted by the Local Board and that the
applicant consult with Greenways to ensure that these principles are carried through in
the Masterplan design.
3.14 Grahame Breed Drive: In keeping with the Three Kings Plan – I request that
Grahame Breed drive remain as a quiet pedestrian friendly street – and not become a
major access road to a private development. I request that the character and traffic
levels on this street not change from its present use.
3.15 Health: The proposed development PA372 will create unique living environment –
due to the proposed steep sided contours on all sides. The pit may overheat in summer,
be a cold damp environment in winter, and parts of the site will have limited access to
sunlight. The pit may also hold in fumes from vehicles and space heating devices. I
request that test be carried out to ensure that this is a safe and sanitary environment for
dwellings. I also request that minimum sunlight access parameters be set for all
dwellings – to ensure that all dwellings receive at least 4-5 hours of sunlight in winter.
Public Safety also needs to be addressed with the existing quarry slopes which are prone
to loose rocks regularly dislodging.
3.16 Sustainability: The proposed development will be built at a time when the PAUP will
be operative. I request that the environmental standards in the PAUP (for Land,
infrastructure, and buildings) be implemented now as part of this Plan Change PA372. I
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request that all dwellings be constructed to Greenstar standards as proposed in the
PAUP, and that visual privacy provisions are included in this application.
3.17 Cumulative Effects: The proposal does not take into account the cumulative effects
of this development (approximately 4000 people proposed) and growth as a result of
the Unitary Plan (approximately 3000 people). For a proposal of this scale it is essential
that a full Auckland Transport Network Model analysis is carried out to assess the
transport effects, before any re-zoning can take place. The principle transport route is at
capacity and will always be limited by the bottleneck at Mt Eden Village. An analysis of
schooling in the area also needs to be undertaken – as the population increase will
potentially double the Three Kings Primary School role. I request that the Ministry of
Educated is consulted prior to the approval of any Plan Changes and that sufficient land
is set aside for these activities..

3.18 Environment Court Decision: A decision of the Environment Court NZ Env C 130 and
NZ Env C 214 specifies a minimum contour for the quarry site, this contour being first
proposed by the consent holder (Fletcher Concrete and Infrastructure, a division of
Fletcher Building Ltd viz: the current applicant) at a joint hearing of the Auckland
Regional Council and Auckland City Council involving independent commissioners. This
contour (Harrison and Grierson Plan 122314 Fig 002) was subsequently also presented at
Appeal before the Environment Court and agreed to by all parties. PPC372 radically
departs from the decision of the Court and appears now to place the consent holder in
breach of two key current fill consent conditions (viz conditions #76 and #77. The
changes to contour and restoration processes now proposed are so large that the
applicant should be required to apply for a new consent rather than for a variation of
the current consent. Any such application should be processed prior to Council
considering PPC372, particularly now that it is proposed to re-excavate fill already
placed (which will involve mixing cells) and to switch to an engineered fill approach.
3.19 Infrastructure: The underground infrastructure in the catchment (viz: stormwater
and sewage) is currently at capacity in the Meola catchment and this is acknowledged in
the application. The scale and intensity of the development proposed in PPC372 far
exceeds current capacity. PPC372 therefore is clearly premature and requires access to
the Central interceptor Project (currently under appeal) and not scheduled for
completion until 2030 or later. The existing wastewater proposal is not resilient and
relies on a holding tank pumping into the existing (at capacity) Combined Drain between
rain events. There is only an 8 hour holding capacity, no generator back-up, and the
overflow is in the same location as the stormwater system. I request that the
stormwater is independently reviewed and that the final system is resilient and not
reliant on mechanical pumps. I request that the proposed stormwater system is
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